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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the measurements proposed by Project 6.12 was to investigate
the spread of fission debris around the globe and its effects on ionization and
radio noise.

It was assumed that for the high-altitude shot the fission debris would ex-
pand from the detonation point until it was stopped either by the magnetic con-
tainment or, in the case of downward-moving debris, by the denser air, causing
ionization. A high content of atomic ions is formed in this way around 200 km
in height and, due to the low recombination rate, is only slowly removed. The
fission products eventually spread around the earth and, if charged, will form
a belt. Another belt produced by the trapped fission betas is formed even
faster. This belt was expected to emit synchrotron noise.

To make these measurements of the world-wide and long-time effects,
Discoverer satellites were instrumented with specially designed research
packages.

Because of the difficulties and schedule slippages encountered in attempting
the nuclear detonations, this project was not able to obtain data during the time
of primary interest. Although the four Discoverer satellites instrumented by
Project 6.12 were successfully orbited, they were not operational at the time
of the detonation. However, all data transmitted by the satellites will be of
interest in defining the ambient conditions prior to the detonation.
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SECRET
CHAPTER 1

SATELLIT1i DESIGN AND C "ERATION

Discoverer satellites were programmed as the instrament

carriers for Project 6.12. These satellites are two-stage vehicles

which ase a Thor as a booster and an Agena rocket as the second

stage. The entire second-stage vehicle is placed into orbit. Dis-

coverers were launched from Vandenberg Air Force Base, California,

into nearly-circular polar orbits between 200 and 400 km in height.

The following Discoverer satellites were used for this project:

Flight Test Vehicle 1128 launched 30 May 62

Flight Test Vehicle 1127 launched 2 June 62

Flight Test Vehicle 1129 launched ZZ June 6Z

Flight Test Vehicle 1151 launched 27 June 6Z

Launch dates were coordinated with JTF-8.

The instrumentation for Project 6. 12 was mounted on a

research module (Figure 1. 1) which was then installed on the aft

end of the Agena vehicle (Figure 1.2), This module was referred to

as the "N" payload by the system contractor - Lockheed Missile and

Space Company (LMSC) (Appendix A). After injection into orbit,

the payload sensor booms and antennas were extended (Figure 1. 3).

Originally three sets of research instrumentation vere built-

two for flight and one as a spare. The spare instruments were con-

GROUP 3
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verted to a flight set, since they were not needed as backups for the

first two flights. Because of the tight equipment delivery schedule,

it was not possible to install one of the instruments (retarding-poten-

tial analyzer) on the third vehicle (1129). The fourth vehicle (1151) was

added to the schedule at a later date and did not contain the retarding-

potential analyzer or the synchrotron-noise experiment. The check- -

out test procedures for the instrumented payload are described in

Appendix B.

The lifetime of the instrumentation on satellites of this type

is limited by either the available power of the batteries or by the

actual lifetime of the satellite in orbit before it decays and re-

enters the atmosphere.

The power available to the research instrumentation was

supplied by a small battery pack and augmented by some excess

battery power from the main vehicle supply. This excess power

available to the instrumentation payload varied on each satellite.

depending upon the power requirements of the primary mission of

the Discoverer. In order to conserve battery power, the payloads

remained in an inactive mode until turned on by a command receiver

system. Selected ground transmitting sites had this command capa-

bility. During the period of the inactive operation, some limited data

acquisitions were made to check the status of the equipment. Active

14
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or full-time operation of the instrumentation was planned to be initia-

ted 24 ho!'rs prior to the scheduled nuclear event in order to obtain

world-wide ambient conditions. For a typical operation, a Zl-day

inactive mode followed by a 6-day active mode was planned. Vehi-

cle 1151 did not have the command capability and performed in active

mode for only 56 hours after launch.

The data was recorded on magnetic tape on the satellite with

readouts on command at three different ground recording stations

(Hawaii, Vandenberg, and New Boston). The commutator for both

the tape-recorded and real-time data was a multiple-ring type (Ring

A and Ring B). Each ring had 60 points, making a total of 1Z0 infor-

mational segments available. The concept of the payload operation

and command system is explained in Appendix C. The instrumen-

tation schedule for vehicle 1127 is contained in Appendix D. The

instrumentation schedules for other vehicles are similar.

It was planned for the satellite to explore both the pancake

region and the trapped-radiation belt many times during its active

lifetime. Unfortunately, this obje ctive was not attained. The last

satellite (1129) ceased operation on 7 July 62, and the first success

in the launch and detonation of the nuclear device took place on

8 July 62.
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Figures 1.4 and 1.5 show the output in milligauss as a

function of latitude for the X, Y, and Z magnetometers as well as

the total field for se]ected orbits for vehicles 1127 and 1129,respec-

tively. The results for vehicle 1127 are typical for a stabilized ve-

hicle. The results for vehicle Jll29,however, show the effects of

tumbling. From this data it is noted that there is a good correlation

between maximums and minimums of the total field and the latitude.

Utilizing this fact it will be possible to obtain a correspondence be-

tween geographic position and data in the absence of clock data (as

in the case of vehicle 1128). In addition, it will be possible, uti-

lizing the magnetometer data, to determine the aspect of the vehicles.

The operational summary of the four satellites is shown in

Table 1. 1.

16
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TABLE .I SATELLITE OPERATIONAL SUMMARY

FTV 1128

Launch date 30 May 62

Period (minutes) 90.06

Perigee (NM) 104.3

Apogee (NM) 196.0

Inclination (degrees) 74.16

Real-- Time Acquisitions (number) 34

Tape-Recorder Acquisitions (number) Z9

Real-Time Data (hours) 1.85

Tape-Recorder Data (hours) 11.28

Total Data (hours) 13.13

Last Active Pass 143

FTV 1128 was the first of the N-detector series payloads to
be launched. The data received was in the form of digital plots, also
referred to as "quick-look strip-charts." These are the telemrtry-
voltage outputs in a thinned-out form, used mainly to evaluate the
performance of the payload and the quality of the data obtained. Sub-
sequently~the satisfactory data is reduced by a computer to the final
form (whatever each experiment is set to measure) with the help of
preflight calibrations of each payload. The data summary is as
follows:

FTV Flight Test Vehicle

VAFB Vandenberg Air Force Base

NHTS New Hampshire (New Boston) Tracking Station

HTS Hawaii Tracking Station

KTS Kodiak (Alaska) Tracking Station

TTS Thule (Greenland) Tracking Station

17
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TABLE 1A CONTINUED

Real- Time Data

Orb. Sta. Dur. Orb. Sta. Dur. Orb. Sta. Dur.

9 VAFB 6'001 79 KTS 4'30" 93 NHTS 4150:

55 NHTS 6'40" 79 VAFB 1'35" 95 TTS 6'55"

58 HTS 6'15" 81 KTS 0'30" 97 HTS 7'00"

61 NHTS 3115" 81 HTS 605" 106 HTS 61451

63 VAFB 3'30" 87 NHTS 6'30" 1il VAFB 15"

65 HTS 3'45" 87 TTS 1'35" 129 HTS 3'20"

71 NHTS 5'10" 89 VAFB 7'00" 143 VAFB 515"1

77 NHTS 1'30" 90 HTS 8'50" 157 NHTS 413511

T ape-Recorded Data

Orb. Sta. Dur. Orb. Sta. Dur. Orb. Sta. Dur.

9 VAFB Zh 38' 58 HTS lh 12' 63 VAFB lh 31'

55 NHTS Zh 53' 61 NHTS lh Z6' 65 HTS lh 37'

One hour and 52 minutes of real time and 11 hours and seven
minutes of tape-recorded quick-look data were received in total from
this satellite.

Other pertinent systems performed as follows:

Clock: Inoperative.
Magnetometer: Performed satisfactorily.
Ephemeris: The first 66 orbits are covered every minute. Orbits

67, 68, 69 are not covered at all. Orbits 70-200 are
covered every five minutes.

18
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TABLE 1.1 CONTINUED

FTV 1127

Launch date 2 June 62

Period (minutes) 90.63

Perigee (NM) 114.9

Apogee (NM) 224.0

Inclination (degrees) 74.26

Real- Time Acquisitions (number) 1

Tape-Recorder Acquisitions (number) 1

Real-Time Data (hours) 0.12

Tape-Recorder Data (hours) 3.2

Total Data (hours) 3.32

Last Active Pass 8

The active life of FTV 1127 was ended prematurely by a fail-
ure of the satellite power system,and therefore very little data was
actually obtained. The data summary is as follows:

Real-Time Data Tape-Recorded Data

Orb. Sta. Dur. Orb. Sta. Duz

9 VAFB 7'20" 9 VAFB 3h 12'

Other pertinent systems performed as follovs:

Clock: performance satisfactory.
Magnetometer: performance satisfactory.
Ephemeris: Available, covering the first 66 orbits at one-minute

intervals.
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TABLE 1.1 CONTINUED

FTV 1129

Launch date 22 June 6Z

Period (minutes) 89.68

Perigee (NM) 113.10

Apogee (NM) 170.0

Inclination (degrees) 75.1

Real-Time Acquisitions (number) 44

Tape-Recorder Acquisitions (number) 44

Real-Time Data (hours) 1.91

Tape-Recorder Data (hours) 25.7

Total Data (hours) 27.61

Last Active Pass 233

FTV 1129 was the last of the fully instrumented N-detector
series. Due to the consecutive postponements of Star Fish,
FTV 1129 decayed for approximately three days before the high-
altitude nuclear explosion.

The data was originally received in the quick-look form
(digital plots) and was subsequently reduced to the final form by
computer. The data summary is as follows:
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TABLE 1.1 CONTINUED

Real-Time Data

Orb. Sta. Dur. Orb. Sta. Dur. Orb. Sta. Dur.

2 HTS 6'20" 113 HTS 3130" 209 KTS 2'20"

9 VAFB 6'40" 127 VAFB 0'50" 210 HTS 4'40"

55 NHTS 2'30" 129 HTS 4'20" 215 NH TS 1P40"

55 TTS 4'10" 145 HTS 3'20" 217 VAFB 4'10"

58 KTS 4'00" 153 VAFB 7120", 219 HTS 3'00"

77 NHTS 4'10" 161 HTS 3'30" 221 NHITS 40"

80 KTS 5'30" 169 VAFB 6'40" 222 NHTS 2'50"

97 HTS 3'00" 185 VAFB 6'40" 224 VAFB 2'10"

105 VAFB 6'30" 208 KTS 2'10" 226 HTS 4'00"

III VAFB 3'00" 208 VAFB 1'50" 231 NHITS 3'10"

Tape-Recorded Data

Orb. Sta. Dur. Orb. Sta. Dur. Orb. Sta. Dur.

58 KTS 2h 07' 185 VAFB 2h 53' 217 VAFB 1h 47'

77 NHTS Zh 04' 208 VAFB lh 03' 219 KTS lh 45'

80 KTS 2h 40' 208 KTS lh Z7' 226 HTS Oh 591

97 HTS 1h 47' 210 HTS lh 24' 231 VAFB 1h 18'

One hour and 55 minutes of real time and 25 hours and 4Z rqin.-
utes of tape-recorded reduced data were received in total from the
FTV 1129 satellite.
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TABLE 1.1 CONTINUED

Other pertinent systems performed as follows:

Clock: Worked uninterrupted only after the ejecting of the capsule
(-orbit 55).

Magnetometer: Performance satisfactory.
Ephemeris: It covers the first 200 orbits at one-minute intervals.

Orbits over 200 are not covered.

FTV 1151

Launch date 27 June 62

Period (minutes) 93.68

Perigee (NM) 113.0

Apogee (NM) 384.0

Inclination (degrees) 76.06

Real- Time Acquisitions (number) 56

Tape-Recorder Acquisitions (number) 56

Real-Time Data (hours) 3.73

Tape-Recorder Data (hours) 97.0

Total Data (hours) 100.73

Last Active Pass 56

The long delay encountered in obtaining information on this
vehicle from the contractor has precluded the inclusion of the results
from FTV 1151.
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10 - . .

2 3"

4

1. Beta-Gamma Detector 6. Impedance Probe Antennas

2. Sensor Unit for Ion Trap 7. Mounting Bracket for Retarding-
Probe Potential Analyzer.

3. Extendible Boom for Ion 8. Synchrotron Noise (radiometers)
Trap Sensor

9. Antennas for Synchrotron-Nois e
4. Ion Trap Probe Electron- Experiment

ics 10. Tape Recorder

5. Impedance Probe 11. System timer

Figure 1.1. Research module. (AFCRL photo)
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Figure 1.2 Research module mounted on Agena vehicle. (AFCRL photo)
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2

1. Aspect Magnetometers 4. Ion Trap Sensor (2)

2. RPA Sensor (2) 5. GRF Antenna (2)

3. Heliflux Magnetometer 6. Impedance Probe Antenna (2)

Figure 1.3 In-flight boom and antenna configuration.
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CHAPTER 2

FLUX METERS

Z. 1 OBJECTIVE

The objective of this experiment was to perform a world

survey from the Discoverer satellite to establish the location of

the fission debris and to measure the energetic electrons from

fission debris decay produced in the detonations of the Fish Bowl

Series. From measurement of the local gamma-ray intensity,

the position of the debris pancake could have been determined in

successive satellite passes in the vicinity of the test area. This

measurement was to be correlated with measurements

performed by identical instrumentation carried aloft by rockets

flown at the test site. These measurements would have

permitted evaluation o! the rate of energy deposition in the

atmosphere due to gamma rays and electrons from the debris

and would have determined the area over which this takes place.

These instruments would have measured the intensity, energy

spectrum, and pitch angle distribution of the electrons at each

passage through the trapped radiation shell. This woald have

improved the understanding of injection mechanisms and lifetime

of the trapped radiation. This knowledge would have, in turn,
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contributed to the understanding of the phenomenology of nuclear

detonations above the sensible atmosphere.

2.2 BACKGROUND AND THEORY

Following the radiative phase of the detonation of a nuclear

device, about Z5% of the bomb yield remains in the form of

hydrodynamic energy of the debris. The debris then expands

until brought to rest by the surrounding medium. For lower altitude shots,

the fireball and the debris rise and expand. The hydrodynamic streaming of

the atmosphere around the fireball causes an upwelling of air at

the bottom of the fireball that eventually converts the fireball into

a toroid. This interaction imparts a lateral velocity to the

fireball and the debris materials and spreads them out

horizontally.

The fission debris is, hence, carried to an altitude of about

Z00 km or more. At these altitudes, beta rays emitted in the

upper hemisphere by the radioactive decay of the fission debris

can escape the atmosphere. The geomagnetic field will guide

these beta rays to the Southern Hemisphere where the majority

will be absorbed by scattering in the atmosphere. Those beta

rays, which mirror at altitudes above about 200 kin, will consti-

tute the trapped fraction of the betas which drift easterly around

the earth.
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Because of the scattering at these mirror altitudes, the

betas may only drift a short distance to the east before they are

removed. If the scattering is not too violent, they may drift as

far as the South African Anomaly before removal. The beta-ray

experiment on the Discoverer satellite would have determined the

easterly extension of the trapped shell and, hence, determined

the effect which was taking place.

The low atmospheric density in the neighborhood of Shot

Star Fish may have permitted the debris to expand to great

distances. For example, in the upward direction the major force

acting to restrict this expansion is due to Eie interaction of the

charged debris with the geomagnetic field. As a consequence,

this expansion may continue until the debris is (1) brought to rest

(its energy having been converted to magnetic energy and stored in

the compressed field); (2) guided along the magnetic field from the

magnetic bottle to the Southern Hemisphere; (3) deionized and its

subsequent trajectory determined by the gravitational force and by

the position and velocity of the particle at time of deionization.

Any additional beta decay of this debris atom will reionize it and

thence its trajectory will be determined by the geomagnetic field;

or (4) broken up into separate blobs as the expansion becomes

turbulent.
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The expansion in the downward direction is controlled prin-

cipally by the exponentially increasing atmosphere. The debris

ions lose energy, probably, in fair agreement with the Bohr-

Nielsen theory of range-energy loss of heavy ions. The ions

come to rest at an altitude of 100 to 200 km.

In Shot Teak of Operation Hardtack I, the debris pancake

extended for hundreds of miles, and the gamma rays and beta rays

from fission debris decay produced local ionization in sufficient

amount to cause blackout phenomena.

In Shot Star Fish the debris, which expanded in the upward

direction, efficiently injected beta rays from the fission debris

into the geomagnetic field. A fraction of the electrons from

fission debris decay as well as a fraction of the ionized debris can

be trapped in the geomagnetic field to form a radiation belt identi-

cal to the belt of artificially injected particles from Shots Argus I,

II, and III. Decay electrons produced at high altitude in the

geomagnetic field spiral along the magnetic field lines and will

mirror at an altitude which depends on their pitch angle at injection.

Electrons that mirror deep in the atmosphere are lost by scatter-

ing and collision, while electrons that mirror sufficiently high in

the atmosphere at an altitude greater than about 300 krn will have a

lifetime in excess of a few minutes. These electrons will drift in
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an easterly direction until they form a closed shell around the

world. The time for this shell to close is a function of the elec-

tron energy. Electrons of 0. 5 Mev will, on the average,

complete 1 revolution in approximately 1 hour whereas electrons

of 2. 0-Mev energy will complete 1 revolution in approximately 20

minutes. The ionized debris will drift in a westerly direction

and will complete 1 revolution in approximately 1 day.

A polar-orbiting satellite will cross this artificially

created belt twice per orbit, provided the orbital altitude is

sufficiently high as is the case for the Discoverer satellite, and

provided electron and debris injection occurs at a sufficiently

high altitude which is the case for Shot Star Fish. It should be

emphasized that Shot Star Fish had approximately one thousand

times the nominal yield of Shots Argus I, I, and III so that a

copious injection of electrons occurred. The shell extended with

different lifetimes and intensity from a few hundred kilometers to

thousands of kilometers. It was hoped that by measuring the

extension of the shell and the characteristics of the radiation

composing it, namely, intensity and energy spectra as well as

pitch angle distribution at one altitude, it would have been

possible to infer the phenomenology of the event as a whole. It

was hoped that significant scientific data could have been acquired
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which would have furthered the understanding of the dynamics of

the distribution of the fission debris in the Van Allen radiation belt.

Z. 3 INSTRUMENTATION

The instrumentation flown on the Discoverer satellite was

designed to detect gamma rays and beta rays, both from natural

and artificial sources.

As shown in Figures Z. 1 and 2. 2, the instrument package

contained one gamma-ray detector and two beta-ray detectors

disposed along perpendicular axes, This geometric configuration

will allow rough measurements of angular distributions to be

performed and correlated with magnetic aspect.

The beta-ray detector consists of a plastic scintillator

which is covered by a thin aluminum shield and is viewed by a

ruggedized photomultiplier. The aluminum shield prevents

visible light from impinging on the scintillator and establishes a

minimum energy for beta rays that enter the scintillator. The

chosen thickness of 6.8 mg/cm corresponds to the practical

range of electrons of 70 key. The thickness of the plastic scintil-

lator, approximately 0. 31 g/cm corresponds to the practical

range of 0. 8-Mev electrons, and is therefore sufficient to stop a

large fraction of the electrons from debris decay. The detector

is exposed to the ambient through a hole in the instrument package.
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The field of view of this sensor is approximately I steradian. The

detector is one hundred and fifty times more sensitive to electrons

than to gamma rays. The range of sensitivity of this detector is

from approximately 10 to 10 9 electrons/cm2 sec.

The pulse rate and the total current from the detector are

measured. A two-channel pulse-height analyzer is used to furnish

crude spectral information for pulse rates from 10 to 105 pulses/

sec. The maximum pulse rate is determined by the fLxed dead

time of the counter of 10 usec. The pulse rates measure the

number of pulses of energy greater than the threshold energy.

The current monitor measures the rate of energy deposition

in the crystal. It is capable of measuring currents equivalent to

energy deposition rates from approximately 10 4 Mev/sec to

approximately 10 9 Mev/sec.

The gamma-ray detector consists of a cesium iodide-

thallium activated sI(T1)] crystal scintillator of approximately

4-g weight covered by a 0. 3-g/cm aluminum shield and viewed by

a ruggedized photomultiplier. This detector is embedded in a

foaming compound which is used to support the various components

in the instrument package. The detector is therefore shielded

from the ambient by composite materials roughly equivalent to at

least 2 g/cm Z of aluminum. This scintillator is therefore
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relatively insensitive to electrons of energy lower than a few Mev.

The detector is sensitive to gamma rays of energy greater than

about 100 key over 4 TT steradians. The range of sensitivity

of this detector is from approximately 10 to 109 gamma rays/cm

sec. This dynamic range is obtained, as in the case of the

electron detectors, by use of pulse and current measurements.

Z. 4 DATA REQUIREMENTS

The data from this experiment was furnished to a commutator

wired in accordance with Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG)

standard. This allows decommutation and digital presentation of the

data received by ground stations and stored on magnetic tape.

Processing of these tapes will provide: (1) analog quick-look data;

(Z) analog decommutated data; (3) tabulated digital decommutated data;

(4) trajectory data; and (5) magnetic aspect data. It is understood that

full orbit data will be furnished by use of a magnetic tape recorder

provided by the payload integrator.

2.5 RESULTS

Of the instruments flown in this program, only two-those flown

on satellites 1128 and 1129-have yielded data that has been reduced

at this time. One acquisition from an instrument on vehicle 1127 was

obscured by light leaks in our sensors. Of the remaining flightsonly

limited data was received because of various combinations of failures

in the satellite system and in our instruments and has not yct been
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reduced. On 1151, indications are that our equipment malfunctioned shortly after

the beginning of the flight.

The nature of this data is shown in Figure 2. 3 which is a repro-

duction of the analog record received from two of the sensors during

a pass over the Hawaii tracking' station. The data was telemetered back

from the on-board tape recorder and represents the record of one full or-

bit. The playback is 26 times faster than the recording timeand the

time scale shown in the figure is the elapsed time of the playback. The

telemetered signal in volts is logarithmically proportional to the count-

ing rate which is shown on the right-hand scale. The start of the record-

ing was determined to be 23 hr 24 min GMTand the ephemeris gave the

vehicle position to be as noted on the top scale of the figure. As shown,

the vehicle was close to the equator at 66 0 E longitude and moving North

at the beginning of the record. Large fluxes of radiation are encountered

at the North polar regions and the Equator is again crossed at 105 seconds,

this time at 1Z5 0 W longitude and moving South. Radiation is again re-

corded in the South polar regionbut this time the radiation extends close

to the Equator. From 180 to 200 sec the vehicle is crossing the South

Atlantic Anomaly which is that region of the Earth where the geomag-

netic field is the weakest for any given magnetic latitude. Consistently,

in all the data we have received the radiation levels are highest in this

region of the world.
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The differences in the appearance of the record for the two beta

sensors can be ascribed to the fact that the sensors are oriented at

right angles with respect to each other and, in general, have different

orientations with respect to geomagnetic field. The fine structure which

shows up in the data should be ascribed to a modulation induced by the

roll of the vehicle causing short-term variations of the angle between

the magnetic field and the axis of the sensors. For example, a large

peak is evident in Beta-i at 53 secwhile in Beta-2 peaks appear at 50

and 70 sec. The magnetometer data indicates that the orientation of the

magnetic field and the sensor (pitch angle) changes in the following man-

ner,

t = 50 sec GB- 1 = 300 flux = 300 counts/sec

GB- 2 = 810 flux = 6 x 103 counts/sec

t = 53 sec GB- 1 = 820 flux = 7 x 103 counts/sec

GB- 2 = 200 flux = 300 counts/sec

t = 57 sec GB- 1 = 150 flux = 600 counts/sec

GB- 2 = 820 flux = 2300 counts/sec

Where the peaks occur the magnetic field is nearly normal to the sensor,

and the flux values are minimum when the field is most nearly along the

sensor axis. At times when GB- 1 = OB-O 2, the flux levels in the two

sensors are equal. Similarly throughout the data the observations indi-

cate that particles are most abundant at 90o pitch angles and least abun-

dant at 00 pitch angles.
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The gamma sensor did not respond significantly during any of

the records and has not been included in any of the data reduction ill

this report. The real-time records do not generally show the presence

of any radiation,since they are mostly acquired from low-latitude sta-

tions. These records have not been included in the results of this re-

port.

The above description of a single data record indicates how the

data is analysed; namely, according to its distribution in geographic co-

ordinates, the pitch angle distribution of the radiation, and the distribu-

tion in B-L coordinates. The latter, a magnetic coordinate system in-

troduced by McIlwain, depends on particles being trapped in a magnetic

shell. The quantity B is just the magnitude of the magnetic field. The

advantage of the B-L representation is that on a given L shell the flux

of trapped radiation should be a function only of B and should not depend

on geographic coordinates.

The analysis of the data utilizes not only the record of the sen-

sors as shown in Figure 2. 3, but simultaneous magnetometer readings

and various monitors, as well as accurate timing and ephemeris infor-

mation. For vehicle 1128 the on-board clock failed.and the timing in-

formation was obtained by utilizing magnetometer data and knowledge of

the vehicle command system, as well as the sensor data itself. For ve-

hicle 1127 some of the timing is inaccurate because of erratic behavior

of the clock.
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2 5. 1 Geographic Distribution of Data,

The geographic distribution of data from vehicle 1129 is shown

in Figure 2.4 and listed in Table 2.1. The data from 1128 has not

been incorporated into this data reductionsince for that vehicle we do

not have the timing information necessary to correlate the data with

the ephemeris. The 1128 data is listed in Table 2o 1 but only as a func-

tion of tape time. Each point is the geographic position of a maximum

that appears on the data as well as the recorded flux level. The North

data appears along a line that lies between 60 and 700 latitude; in the

South the data is more spread out in latitude except in the region of the

South Atlantic Anomaly centered at 00 longitude.

The data represents the accumulation from fourteen acquisitions

of vehicle 1129 and not all regions of the Earth were observed, explain-

ing some gaps in the data. Some of the gaps are probably real; for ex-

ample, in the North between 80E and 80W longitude, and in the South,

there is a significant slot between 500 and 70 0 S latitude around 00 long-

itude. The absence of any recorded flux between 30 °S and 50°N is quite

real. This distribution will become more understandable following the

next discussion.

Z. 5. 2 Gcomagnetic Distribution Data,

The accumulated data from vehicle 1129 has been correlated

with the local B-L parameters where significant flux levels are re-

corded. This data is plotted in Figure 2. 5. Since calculation of B

and L depend on knowledge of geographic coordinates, it has not been
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possible to make this correlation for the data from vehicle 1128. Be-

cause of the time resolution in the available data and uncertainties in

the ephemeris, it has not been possible to assign L designations more

exactly than shown; namely, L=2, 4, 5. Flux levels are plotted for

every opportunity; that is, the absence of radiation is recorded as well

as its presence. On a given pass the satellite will cross an L shell

four times, although at different B values. The general features of

these curves can be understood by reference to the L = 2 curve. At

B greater than 0. 4 gauss the bulk of the observations indicate that lit-

tle, if any, radiation is present (the threshold of the detectors is about

300 counts/second). At B less than 0.35 gauss the observations indicate

that the counting rate rises very sharply as B continuous to decrease.

In terms of trapped radiation this indicates that the particles in the

L = 2 shell have such pitch angle distribution that the bulk of them mir-

ror at B values of 0.35 gauss and less; in fact, it would seem that most

of the distribution has mirrored at B = 0.3 gauss. In the L - 4 shell,

there seems to be a component of trapped radiation at B less than about

0.45 gauss, at least at B greater than 0.45 about half the observations

indicate little flux. In the L P 5 shell.,there seems to be no clear indica-

tion of trapped and untrapped radiation.

It should be noted that much of the observed scatter may be due

to inaccurate ephemeris data which places observations at an incorrect

B-L position. Also, there can be considerable structure within what

we call L = 4 or 5.
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.. 3 I.itch Angle Distribution of Radiation.

It should be noted that the rnagnetometei allow fixing the orien-

tation of the sensors with respect to the Earth' s magrietic field, but not

with respect to the Earth itself. It is possible, depending on the loca-

tion, to ascribe up or down to the sensors or North or South. Assuming

that the radiation which we measure are charged particles, the only

angular distributions allowable are symmetric with respect to the mag-

netic field, i. e.,charged particles spiral around the field and can move

along the field. The geometry is shown in Figure 2. 6. The sensor is

shown making an angle e with respect to the magnetic field. It will

detect charged particles whose plane of spiraling makes the same an-

gle 0 with respect to the field, but independent of the azimuth of the

particle around B. The angle 0 is the pitch angle. It has been pos-

sible to make correlations with the magnetic field fox that portion of

the 1 IZ8 data where we have the complete magnetometer record and

data from both beta sensors. The angular distribution of some nf the

L = 2 shell data is shown in Figure 2. 7 which shows that the bulk of the

radiation is at large angles with respect to the magnetic field. Con-

siderably more data must be reduced before an accurate distribution

can be obtained. The large field of view of the detectors (900 total)

causes a spread in the data,and other variables must be considered;

namely, the value of B at the observation point and within the L = 2

shell.
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The distinction between large and small pitch angles is more

obvious when simultaneous data from the two beta sensors is noted as

is done in Table 2.2. In this way gross time variations are eliminated

as well as the effect of crude resolution in L and B. In every case

where this comparison is possible significantly higher flux levels are

encountered when the sensor& are at large angles with respect to the

magnetic field than at small angles.

2,6 DISCUSSION

The results noted above give a fairly clear, if not yet detailed,

picture of the radiation levels at from 250 - 350 km above the Earth's

surface, By radiation we mean electrons with energies greater than

100 key, The beta sensors utilized three modes of measurements;

lower level discriminator, counting pulse corresponding to particles

of energy greater than 0.5 Mev; upper level discriminator correspond-

ing to particles of energy greater than 1 Mev; and log current monitor

which measured the total energy deposited in the crystal. The mini-

mum energy particle to which the sensor was sensitive was determined

by the entrance window of the scintillation crystal. For electrons the

minimum energy was about 100 key and for protons about I Mevo The

response of the sensors in these three modes indicates that the bulk of

this radiation is electrons since the lower level discriminator is typi-

cally some ten times greater than the upper level discriminator rate;

if protons were present in great nurnber the two modes should indicate

approximately the same pulse rate.
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Electron fluxes are observed with a maximum intensity of about
~-i -z -

104 sec cm sterad1 between 600 - 700 latitude, both North and South

corresponding to L = 4 to L = 5. Additional radiation is observed at lower

latitude in the South extending from about 40'W to 40 E longitudes cor-

responding to the L = 2 shell. The angular distribution is one in which

the bulk of the radiation makes large angles with respect to the magnetic

field lines. These results are similar to ones reported by other groups

with instruments on similar satellites. 2, 3, 4.

The angular distributions suggest that much of the radiation we

measured is trapped at least for times comparable to period of meas-

urement; however, most of the radiation observed in the L = 4 and the

L = 5 shells cannot be trapped for any long period of time. We can con-

sider the extreme case that all the radiation we measure is reflected

at the altitude (250-300 km) of the observation. This radiation then

reflects again in the opposite hemisphere at about the same longitude

and at an altitude corresponding to the same magnetic field, This proc-

ess cannot go on indefinitely, since inhomogenities in the magnetic

field cause particles to drift East or West in longitude depending on the

sign of the charge. Electrons of 0.5 Mev in the L= 4 or 5 shells will

drift completely around the Earth in about 20 minutes.,always mirroring

at the same magnetic field value. Thus, at that part of the Earth where

the field is strong, particles tend to mirror at higher altitudes than at

the part of the Earth where the field is weak. The minimum altitude to
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which particles can descend during this drift and still not be absorbed in

the atmosphere is between 100 - 200 km. Particles mirroring at these

altitudes in the South Atlantic where the Earth's field is a minimurr, Aill

mirror at high altitudes elsewhere. This explains the presence of ra-

diation in the L = 2 shell occurring only near the South Atlantic Anomaly

at other parts of the Earth the, same radiation mirrors at considerably

higher altitudes and is not observed at the satellite.

Conversely, particles mirroring at low altitudes at regions far

from the South Atlantic where the field is high will drive farther into

the atmosphere as they approach the South Atlantic where the field is

low and will be lost. On this basis we can assign a maximum B value

for a given L such that one can observe no trapped radiation on this L

shell at higher values of B. This value of B is just the smallest value

of B observed for a given L at about 100-km altitudeand it will occur in

the South Atlantic. For L :4, Bmanx= 0.38 gauss, and for L= 5, Bmax

= 0.41 gauss. The B-L distributions for L =4 and L= 5 in Figure 2.5

indicate considerable radiation at higher B values. This radiation must

have been lost to the atmosphere within minutes or hours of the obser-

vation. The intensity of lost radiation is between 103 and 104 cm - 2

sec - 1 . OlBrien 5 reports losses of about 105 cm 2 sec " I between L= 4

and L= 5.6. O'Brien's measurements were mads at 1000 km for eler:-

trons of 40 key. Estimates of losses were made by using the pitch an-

gle distribution of the radiation and indicated considerable radiation

loss down to L = 2 . We do not observe these losses at lower altitudes,
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but this may be due to a softening of the energy spectrum with a corre-

sponding reduction in flux at 0.5 Mev.

For the L = 2 shellyBmLx=. 0.30 gauss,and our observed B-L

distribution indicates that above 0.3 gauss the radiation fall of very

sharply.

it is probably no coincidence that the geographic distribution of

radiation which we see, particularly the L= 4 and L= 5 data, coincides

closely to the zone of maximum auroral intensity and the flux levels

which the satellite encountered can account for a modest amount of

auroral activity. The maximum counting rates observed (about 104

cm " 2 sec " I of 0.5-Mev electrons) corresponds to an energy flux of about

10-2 ergs cm- Z sec - . Since an incident energy of several ergs

cm " 2 sec " I is necessary to account for the weakest aurora, the ra-

diation we measure can account for only a small fraction of the energy

in an aurora. 6 Since 0.5-Mev electrons can penetrate to 70 kin, we can

account for the portion of an auroral display that extends to such low

altitudes. Balloon and rocket observations of auroral zone precipitation

indicate thatexcept during periods of solar disturbances, electrons

with energy less than 100 key provide the bulk of the energy input, but

our sensors were not sensitive to such particles. 7,8.

Z.7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The data has not yet been analyzed with sufficient precision to

allow more than qualitative conclusions to be made. These are:

1. Trapped radiation from the L = 2 shell is observed.
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2. Radiation is observed in the L = 4 and L = 5 shells which can

not be trapped for periods more than perhaps an hour. This

radiation can account for some auroral activity.

3. Pitch angle distributions are such that particles are more

intense at 900 with respect to the magnetic field than at small

angles.

The analysis of the data is still continuing and a particular effort is

being made to eliminate magnetometer and timing errors to permit accu-

rate B-L assignments. The analysis so far has indicated the usefulness of

radiation measurements from satellites with these orbital parameters,

particularly in the following respects. At such low altitudes the bulk of the

trapped radiation is not presentand much of what remains represents loss

from the radiation belts. These observations thus set limits on the lifetime

of the normally trapped radiation. Auroral zone precipitations are clearly

indicated except that measurements must be extended to lower energy par-

ticles to observe the bulk of the radiation responsible for auroras. Extending

the sensitivity of the detectors to smaller fluxes could yield significant re-

sults regarding the lifetimes of particles in L shells smaller than 2. The

dynamnics of the radiation belts show up more clearly at low altitudes than

at higher altitudes where they tend to be masked by the normal complement

of long-term trapped radiation.
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TABLE 2.1 TABULATION OF SIGNIFICANT DATA

Re d Beta-Z Beta-Z
out Tape Lower Upper
Orbit Time GMT lcvzl luvel Lat. Long.

FTV 1129

58 63 sec 39408 sec 0.4 Th 15 S 87 E

79 39899 1'.0 0.4 43 S 95 E

141 41511 0.4 0.3 26 S 113 W

215 43435 0.35 Th 72 N 12 E

246 44241 .35 .25 25 N 55 E

77 21 sec 54011 sec 3.5 2.35 62 N 11 W

82 55597 1.2 .45 41 S 25 E

86 55701 0.55 Th 45 S 27 E

95 55935 3.3 2.0 60 S 37 E

127 56767 .55 Th 57 S 163 E

198 58613 1.2 0.55 60 N 154 W

202 58717 0.6 Th 66 N 146 W

228 59393 3.5 0.85 60 N 31 W

285 60875 1.5 0.95 35 S 0 E

290 61005 2.0 0.6 42 S 2 E

80 21 sec 74886 sec Z.1 0.70 68 N 150 E

24 74964 i.5 0.65 71 N 158 E

27 75042. 1.0 0.55 75 N 178 W
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TABLE 2.1 CONTINUED

Read Beta-2 Beta-Z
out Tape Lower Upper
Orbit Time GMT level level Lat. Long.

FTV 1129

80 32 sec 75172sec 0.5 0.5 75 N 147 W

51 75666 1.65 0.6 52 N 91 W

105 77070 0.5 Th 40S 65 W

110 77200 0.4 Th 49 S 62 W

115 77330 3.1 1.4 56 S 56 W

119 77434 2.2 0.5 60S 53 W

129 77694 3.0 1.1 74S 16 W

132 77772 0.65 Th 75 S 2 W

151 78266 1.05 0.5 58S 72 E

154 78344 2.2 0.5 51 S 78 E

227 80242 2.2 0.8 67 N 126 E

231 80346 2.0 0.5 72 N 140 E

253 80918 2.6 1.2 57 N 118 W

319 82634 1.1 0.5 50S 83 W

323 82738 2.8 0.6 58S 77 W

327 82842 0.8 Th 64S 70 W

333 82998 0.8 Th 70 S 55 W

337 83102 3.1 2.0 75S 32 W

342 83232 2.5 0.7 75 S 1 W
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TABLE 2 1 CONTINUED

Read Beta,- Beta-2
out Tape Lower Upper
Orbit Time GMT level level Lat. Long.

FTV 1l29

97 54 85124 2.6 1.9 70 N 112 E

58 85228 2.4 0.8 73 N 122 E

61 85306 3.0 0.7 85 N 150 E

66 85436 1.45 0.5 74 N 180 E

71 85566 3.5 1.8 69 N 160 W

75 85670 3.3 2.6 62 N 148 W

145 1090 2.4 0.8 53 S 106 W

149 1194 1.3 Th 60 S 100 W

154 1324 0.7 Th 66 S 90 W

161 1506 2.7 Th 74 S 63"W

165 1610 3.3 2.5 76 S 33 W

170 1740 3.3 3.0 73 S 5 W

174 1844 3.2 2.5 68 S 12 E

178 1948 2.4 0.95 64 S 18 E

183 2078 0.65 Th 55 S 29 E

187 2182 0.55 Th 50 S 32 E

190 2260 0.55 Th 44 S 36 E

153 25 sec 49123 0.5 Th 41 S 45 E

28 49201 0.6 Th 44S 47 E
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TABLE 2.1 CONTINUED

RQtd Buta- Beta-2
out Tape Lower Upper
Orbit Time GMT level level Lat. Long.

FTV 11Zq

153 34 49357 2.5 N.R. 52 S 51 E

3b 49409 3.0 2.3 57 S 54 E

39 49487 Z.3 1.0 62 S 61 E

67 50215 2.5 1.7 62 S 179 E

70 50293 2.0 0.7 58 S 177 W

72 50340 0.5 Th 55 S 174 W

140 52113 2.7 1.6 59 N 134 W

143 52191 2.5 1.3 63 N 130 W

229 54427 0.6 Th 35 S 21 E

232 54505 1.1 Th 39 S Z2 E

235 54583 0.9 Th 47 S 26 E

243 54791 3.0 1.7 58 S 33 E

245 54843 3,3 3.0 61 S 37 E

247 54895 2.2 0.8 64S 42 E

276 55649 3.1 1.0 60 S 159 E

348 57521 0.7 Th 61 N 154 W

350 57573 1.4 0.4 65 N 150 W

434 59757 0.75 Th 34 S 1 W

437 59835 1.1 Th 38 S 0
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TABLE 2.1 CONTINUED

Read Beta-2 Buta-2
out Tape Lower Upper
Orbit Time GMT lvel lvel Lat. Long.

FTV 1129

153 440 sec 59913 0.6 Th 41 S 0

185 40 sec 86299 1.6 0.9 73 N 103 E

53 237 1.9 1.55 62 N 167 W

118 1927 0.9 0.7 41 S 132 W

131 2265 0.6 Th 62 S 117 W

146 2655 1.3 0.9 72 S 59 W

169 3253 1.5 Th 48 S IZ E

242 5151 1.2 0.6 71 N 72 E

251 5385 1.5 Th 74 N 129 E

256 5515 1.4 0.8 70 N 152 E

347 7881 2.6 2.2 73 S 107 W

373 8557 3.0 1.6 68 S 33 W

208 20 1472 1.85 1.2 75 S 44 W

40 1992 0.9 0.4 52S i0 E

44 2096 1.1 0.4 45 S 16 E

115 3942 3.05 1.35 70 N 72 E

125 4202 3.0 0.8 74 N 129 E

132 4364 1.7 Th 68 N 161 E

208 25 7335 3.0 1.6 50 S 0 w
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TABLE Z.1 CONTINUED

R ed Bett-2 Beta-2
out Tape Lower Upper
Orbit Time GMT level level Lat. Long.

FTV 1129

208 1S9'2 4992 1.2 1.1 53 S 170 W

210 47 8b122 0.9 Th 67 S 105 W

65 190 3.1 2.6 70 S 10 W

88 788 0.8 Th 34S Z3 E

156 2556 2.4 1.5 75 N 105 E

173 2998 2.3 1.3 61 N 176 E

215 Too Noisy For Analysis

217 17 32007 2.4 1.6 67 S 137 W

88 33853 2.3 1.3 5Z N 86 W

117 34607 2.0 0.8 67 N 32 E

191 36531 2.0 1.4 56 S 85 E

230 37545 2.5 1.5 50 S 140 E

219 44 42674 0.9 1.2 61 S 178 E

116 44546 1.7 1.6 59 N 125 W

208 46938 0.7 0.7 44 S 34 E

221 47276 3.3 2.5 66 S 53 E

250 48030 1.2 0.9 56 S 172 E

226 73 84713 1.9 1.2 69 S 3 W
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TABLE 2.1 CONTINUED

Read Bvt-2 But,L-

out Tape Lowur Upper
Orbit Timei GMT level level L.at. Long.

43 sec 0.5 Th

111 1.0 .5

125 1.1 0.5

250 1.1 0.5

31q 1.4 0.6

334 i 6 o.6

58 22 1.7 0.4

Q7 3.0 2.0

b1 12 1.6 0.3

29 2.9 2.0

132 2.5 1.8

160 0.4 Th

63 16 3.2 2.2

19 3.0 1.4

112 1.2 .4

127 3.1 2.6

144 2.3 1.4

65 48 0.8 Th

53 2.4 1.4
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TABLE 2.1 CONTINUED

R ead Buta-2 BetL-2
out T.pe Lower Upper
Orbit rine GNIT level level Lat. Long.

FTV 1128

,2 1.6 .5

b8 3.0 1.7

Tape Time. Time on record from beginning of record

GMT Greenwich mean time in seconds.

Th Voltage indicated threshold value.

Data from 1128 listed versus tape time oaly and was not included in

geographic distribution.
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TABLF 2.2 SIMULTANEOUS COMPARISON OF BETA-l, BETA-2 SENSORS

Simultancous comparison of Bet,t-l, Beta-Z sunsors.0 =,ngl
o ;ensor with respect to the magntic field,p =responsv of sensor in
volts (Io-arithrnicadly proportional to counting rate.)

Acquisition & rime 91 02

958 Z sec. 79 1. 8v 190 0

97.5 840 2.9 14°  .4

95.5 500 1.7 620 1.4

065 4S.5 600 .8 520 .6

50.5 3 2 0 .4 820 2.6

52 520 1.6 480 1.6

53 810 2.6 Zoo .4

065 57 140 .3 820 2.0

65 710 2.4 900 2.5

66.5 870 1,7 850 1.7

68 880 1.2 800 1.2

71.5 840 3.1 520 1.8

73 570 2.2 570 2.2

172.5 900 3.2 400 0

175 170 0 790 1.6

062 26.5 180 0 790 2.7

28 530 .0 460 2.0

29 680 2.9 440 1.0

131.5 6!0 2,4 770 2.5

133 560 2.5 620 1.5

9 1115 520 1.0 410 .4
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Figure 2.1 Exploded view of radiation experiment.
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CHAPTER 3

IMPEDANCE PROBE

3. I OBJECTIVE

The objective of the standing-wave impedance probe on the

Discoverer was to measure the change in electron density in the

F-region of the ionosphere resulting from a nuclear explosion.

'Measurements were to be made in the immediate vicinity of the

3 9 3satellite and in the range from 10 3 to 10 electrons/cm

3. 2 BACKGROUND AND THEORY

The impedance of an antenna is modified when it is

immersed in a medium containing a significant quantity of free

electrons. It was proposed to determine the electron concentra-

tion of the plasma by measuring these impedance changes on

a dipole antenna mounted on an earth satellite passing through the

region of interest. The lower the measuring frequency, the

greater will be the impedance change for a given electron density.

In order to measure the range of values expected and yet remain

in the measurement range of the instruments, Z4-foot dipole

antennas were mounted on the Discoverer satellites and their

impedance measured at 5 and 14.5 Mc.
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i'lh sttnding-%v~te inipcd ,icv probe developed by the

U~vcrsitv of Utuh for the Air Force has been flown successfully

on a numnber of rockets and more recently on two Discoverer

satcITeCs. k 10l On one Discoverer satellite, data was obtainecl

rov, the tape recorder output at seventeen tape-readout stations

,- vcrage varying from one-half to two orbits. Prograns for

high-speed computers have been written such that the digitalized

naormnation oi the standing waves on magnetic tape may be

converted to impedance values and then to electron densities

automatic ally.

S INS NTRU M ENTATION

The impedance-measuring system is shown in Figure 3. 1.

This system consists essentially of two RF oscillators, artificial

tra.nsmission lines, and the dipole antenna. The 5- and 14. 5-Mc

balanced crystal oscillators are alternately connected to the

dipole antenna through the sections of artificial line. The two

lines, together with short lengths of coaxial cable, are electrically

equivalent; one is used to feed each element of the dipole antenna,

thus providing a balanced system. The RF voltages on six

of the 23 sections of one of the artificial lines are rectified

and then applied to the commutator in the telemetry package.

Th-_n standing wave e:isting on the line connecting the oscillator
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to oitk:Y.L.n. recrcated on the ground from thte 6%i telh'netry

po I its. Thii standilne-xvaye pattern Ix- sufficient to uniquely

define the driving-pouit in, pdace of the antenn .

Meosuremcnt of the electron densities by the impedance-

probc method nec-ssitates using frequencies on the order of the

-xvected plasma frequencies. This requirement dictates the use

of frequencies from about I to 15 Mc. Achieving an efficient

antenna at these frequencies poses a difficult problem for small

rockets; however, antennas of satisfactory size on the satellite

were obtained by use of thin flat 3/4-inch-wvide metal tape. The

tape is coiled into a roll and stored in a mechanism approximately

1 by 3 by 3 i inches. When the satellite was stabilized in orbit at

a height where there is essentially no air drag, the coil was

released and unrolled to a length of 12 feet. Two such antenna

elements were mounted diametrically opposite on a cylindrical

section of satellite body to form a 24-foot balanced dipole.

At the operating frequencies of 5 and 14.5 Llc, the

element length is considerably less than a quarter wavelengthjand

therefore, the free-space impedance of the antenna has a small

re-isti=' component and relatively large capacitive reactance.

The standing wave on a transmission line terminated by such an

impedance i: e.tremely high and consequentlyit is difficult to
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dQtcct changes in the impedance. Furthermore, the effect

of ebo-tron motion on the antenna impedance is such as to make it

increase in negative reactance. It was desirable, therefore, to

reduce the magnitude of the initial standing wave on the line and

to cancel the negative reactance of the free-space antenna imped-

ance, since in the plasma it will change in the negative direction.

Consequently, a series network was added near the antenna

terminals that transformed the initial impedance to 75 + jl00 at

the two operating fre quencies. This impedance presented a

respectable initial standing wave on the balanced 100-ohm

transmission lines and the larger resistive component allowed

the reactance to change quite radically before the standing wave

increased out of the range of measurement.

The artificial transmission lines were 23-section, 50-ohm

lumped-circuit lines designed to be just over half a wavelength at

the lovwer frequency. One of the two equivalent lines had six tap

points from equally spaced sections brought out to diode-

capacitor rectifiers. These rectifiers transformed the RF

voltages on the order of i-volt rms level to the standard teleme-

try range of 0 to A5 volts. The tap points were designated as

VSW.R I through 6 and are shown in Table 3. 1.
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Periodically, th , impedtnct probe systvin was calibrated by

sw\-tching known impedance across the lin',s in place of the

ante nna. This inpedance and the actual switching were in the

antenna units. Figure 3, ' shows the antenna network flown on

these satellites.

The 5- and 14.5-Me oscillators were transistorized

crystal-controlled units that developed balanced outputs of . volt

rms into each line of the balanced 100-ohm system when the lines

were terminated.

.4 DATA REQUIREMENTS

The standing-wave impedance-probe data consisted of

voltages in the range 0 to 5 volts on thirteen pins of the commu-

tator. The data was recorded on the tape recorder in the

satellite. On Ring B the impedance probe segments were as fol-

lz :,s: Positions 13 through 1S and 46 through 50 define two com-

plete measurements of the impedance at one frequency. Pin 51

, as at the 0 calibration level with pin 52, the mode pin indicator,

rv'.-tin.z betwveen 4 and 3-1/2 volts indicating operation at 14. 5 and

5 Mc, re;pectiv'eli. For data reduction, the folloving is required:

(1) Qazitalized olcts for each readout for each segment; (2) ana-

i stri chart5 of both sets of six pins in sequence with the mas-

ter walse calibration pins; a speed of 40 in/sec ann a minimum de-

flect:or, -f 2 inches for full scale; (3) a lov.-density binary tap,.
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\x tth the dig-ital Nvalues tin volts)s of each group of six pis and the asociated time

Nxords; t4 a two-ply listing of all tapcs; (51 c'ompleto ephemeris of the satellite;

utO altitude, y ield, time of detonation. and -Wocent ric latitude and longitude of the

lucear &N~ ice, and k7 fonlosonde data from as broad a coverage of the satellite

orbit as possible.

- RESULTS

The statiding--wave impedance probe fuinctioned on twvo satellites,

1127 -ind llZ'. and failed on 1128, The dita from 1128 shows a con-

stant standinz v.ave oa the antennas throughout the lifetime of the sat-

eLite _;or ',- Dh thIe 5caid 14. -- efrequencies. This indicates that

all th-e electronics functioned properly~but that the antenna release mech-

anism eitn-er failed or -was n:>t activated. Since limited -:elemetry

%':a5 available, this iunction could not be monitored to determine the

exact nature of the malfunction.

Taeim-pedarnce probe functioned porl o. 17bt only two

c--:MnDIete Dro;ts of data are available because of the failure in the Lock-

..C te clta rec:)rding- transmitting system. Data from both frequencies,

i1 14. 5 2.c, .-.ere available and analyzed. The low'-frequency

wasflwnfor the measurement oZ the normal ionosphere while

tn-e f- :eouerncy wT.as flown to measure the expected extreme increases

in~rn ders:ty 6-,e to weapzas test effects. Since there :,.ere no

*~a-onstest '.il~1127 arid 1129 :.ere in orbit, the 14. 5-11c data is

rn:~yuseful for corriparlson with the 5-2A,.c results.
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The lmpedancu. probe on 1 129 functioned throughout the lifetime

of the satellite in the lov-frequency mode buit fLile-d in the high-frequency

mode o.. orbit 77. It is impossible to determine the exact nature of the

failurebut it was in the oscillator circuit. There was sufficient high-

frequency data available, however, for calibration and comparison

purposes of the low-frequency probe. A. total of approximately 17 or-

bits of lov.-frequency data were available for analysis. Figure 3, 3

shows the amount of data available, plotted as a function

of geographic latitude with the longitude of the equator crossings noted.

The orbits in which the data begin are also noted.

Figures 3. 4 and 3. 5 show the electron density, the altitude of the

satellite,and the X magnetometer (vertical orientated) as a function of

latitude for FTV 1127 for low and high frequencyrespectively. Figures

3.6 through 3.19 are similar representations of the 1129 results.

3. 6 DISCUSSION

The standing-wave impedance probe data was digitalized and

stored on high-density computer tapes by Lockheed. We further proc-

essed the data on an IBM 7090 computer system utilizing programs

developed for the analysis of the data. The outputs from this com-

puter, electron density as a function of recording time, were listed
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and stored on BCD low-density tipes. From these tapes we were able to obtain

complete graphical representation of the data using the Electronic Associates, Inc.

kEAII automatie plotting system. Thus, the complete system of transmitting,

recordiig, digitalizing, processingand representing the data is done

aut omatically.

III the anialysis of the data the collision frequency effects at sat-

ellite altitudes are negligible and neglected, The effect of the earth's

magnetic field is also neglected based on previous rocket and satellite

results. On FTV 1117 no apparent effect was evident although the ve-

hicle had a very slow tumble rate after orbit number 10. Finally, al-

though both the real and reactive compoaents of the impedance are cal-

culated from the voltage standing-wave ratio and the phase of the stand-

.nz Aa.-e and either can be used for the case of an operating frequency

-w.ell above the plasma frequency, only the reactive component was used

in the analysis because of its greater sensitivity to the electron density

changes. In addition the reactive component can be calculated from

trhe phIase measurements even when the standing-wave ratio cannot be

ceterr-dned as in the case where the plasma frequency is near, ator

-reater than the operating frequency.
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Itiw oloctroa dk.nsitv can be' calculated from th, IIL',Id ureLI change

in reactakco accordng to the iollo\kin-,

N-~ x
C A X

80 , C 1  AX+ 1

xhere 2 n f

f = operating frequency

C o = C 1 + C 2

C 1 = effective capacitance of the antenna

C2 = shunt capacitance of the antenna

X = XFS- X 1

XFS = reactance of antenna in free space

X 1 = reactance of antenna in the ionosphere

In general, .ve tuae the antennas, vhich are short dipoles, to a free-

space value of jlOO ohms at a special facility constructed for this pur-

pose. For these three satellites the antennas were tuned and the ef-

fective and shunt capacitance measared on a mock-up shell of an Agena

ve-icle.

in t?-e ainalysis of the data wve had tvwo p:oblems. The impedance

rneas'rennents for the 5-Mc data gave a much higher effective capaci-

t te than measured. This was explained, however, by the presence
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d' ri':<flih of s;,voral x-rotruding objects, (the h.,liflu, n-agi._,toxnt, tt.r,

t',. , C'F .u'nne s, .utd t\5o io.i tralp probos) that wo' re, not pr'esent when

t.' c 'f~vc . ca 'acItanc e s w,' nvaskarod, With a change in this value

and cnoi thed.-o o ionospher -e ,xe were able to analyze the 5-Mc d.ata.

The other problern was in the analysis of the 14. 5-Mc data.

in order to 'have results that corresponded to those from the 5-Iec

data. %,ke had to add a fixed phase to all the measurements of the

standing v-ave. This meant that a longer cable connecting the lumped

tr_-ansmission line to the antenna was flown than was used in the cal-

' bZr_ .ions. We could not verify this; but the results of Figures 3.4

:nd -;.;-sho',, the very excellent agreement between the 5- and 14. 5-

-- Drobe results.

Since this vehicle Nas stabilized (this is shown in the X

rnlZnet oneter output), the small changes in density evident through-

cut the :Thiht in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 are fine structure measurements

Of tne ionosphere. Even Ahen the satellite is going through the F-

l=-ve;. .. here the density is the highest, detailed fluctuations in

density " are pres ent and quite noticeable. The expected dip in density

t te mag..netic equator, v.hich for these orbits is essentially the

z':zrapkH.c equator, are evident. Quite large changes in density

ar,-ind the southernmost part of the orbit in the auroral zone are

ovr. on both orbits. The satellite has gone through the F-layer

a-r :r :-ct ii at arn altitude above 350 km. Of interest is the fact

.t not onlyi there an increase in density (the peak at 700 south for
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both orbits) but thalt tMo n d three vk' s harp nIiuiiUls , lower than

any othe'r ni:'.httm~ l A 1ut's , .1 re e~xident,

rht rksttlts Of 11 'o are shown in Fi gures t through 3. 19.

Only in orbit 55, whetre only a small tmount of data was ivailable,

xas the vehicle stabili.'ed, Figure 3. 7, the first readout after the

satellite became unstable, shows this effect on the electron density

results,. The X magnetometer output is shown for comparison pur-

poses. If the data is examined carefully, it can be seen that some-

times the peaks in density are in phase with the magnetometer output

and sometimes not. The changes in density are not due to effects of

the earth's magnetic field \.ith respect to the antenna. The change is

associated v,.ith the spin of the vehicle and is probably a measurement

of the electron density in and out of the wake of the vehicle. We

have observed this effect also on FTV 1117,

Orbit 177 (orbit 185 readout) shows a much faster spin rate

than on the earlier results. The effect of the spin on the electron

density," measurements is not nearly so severe. The measurements of

electron density." at two ground recording stations (Adak and Hawaii)

are shon on the data. There is an excellent agreement between the

tV.;o results.

The last tj.o orbit readouts, Figures 3. 18 and 3.19, are

ir.teretin, The satellite is nov.w at a low altitude and is experiencing

-r~e restirz effects due to friction with the air. The low electron den-

zt:!" ,'values present in all previous orbits are a constant higher value
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ior lese orbits. This is explained ds a loss of a small part of the

,antenna dae to the heating effects. In the Figure 3.19 where now the

,-telito has a very slowv tumble rate shown on the X magnetometer

data the effect of the wa, ke is more evident since the antenna is in

the x-ake for longer periods of time.

3.7 CONCLUSIONS

The standing-wave impedance probe measures the electron den-

sity of the ionosphere very well. In a stabilized vehicle, fine struc-

ture measurements of the ionosphere can be made. If the vehicle is

sinnng, a spin rate of I revolution per minute or greater is desir-

able for more detailed measurements. It is importal-t that the two fre-

auencv impedance probes be flo%,wn, nDt only for the greater range, but

to provide a comoarison and calibration in case the flight conditions of

the probes are not as anticipated.
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TAPI 31 1PVD\NF %IOBF CONIMUTAT0OR ASICNmINTS, RING Bl

ISIP1 ~ V\SWR 1 X109

14I-2VSWR 2 X1l0

15IP-S VSWR 3 Xil

Ic0 IP-4 VSWR 4 X112

17 IP-;5 \SWR _ X113

1I IP-0 VSWR 6 X114

SCCal5 Cal

IP.-1 VSWR 1 X-113

7 ip-2 VSIVR 21 X214

IP-3 VS'WR 3 tX215

IP-4!VIV X216

Yp; SWR 5 XZ 17

51Cal 0 Reference X218

;;2 EP -7 'Mode X219

57Cal1 Cal

Sync

7-Cu-t-at nu.ber !P-7 is mode control which indicates the frequency
andi -cde c,"the system. The frequency is switched whenever the

'Impeance prote.
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Fi ure 3.2 Satellite antenna network.
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Figure 3.7 Orbit 74, 5-Me results, NHTS, Orbit 77 readout.
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CHAPTER 4

RADIOMETERS

4.1 OBJECTIVE

The objective of this experiment was to measure the radio en-

vironment before, during, and after the Star Fish event. Measurements

before the event would establish the existing natural radio background,

thus allowing an absolute evaluation of the Star Fish effects. Measure-

nents after the event would estimate the rate at which conditions were

returning to normal. The work was undertaken by the Space Radio Pro-

ject (SRP) of the Harvard Collece Observatory

The natural radio noise background is generated largely by the

following processes:

1. Mfagnetobremsstrahlung (gyro-radiation) generated both by

electrons trapped in the terrestrial magnetic field (the horns of the

'an Allen belt have been detected as low as 300 krn above the surface

of the earth) and by precipitation of untrapped electrons, believed re-

sponsible for the auroras and possibly the night-glow. Conventionally,

the gyro-radiation is divided into cyclotron (nonrelativistic energies)

and synchrotron (relativistic energies) radiation, in which the harmon-

ics of the cyclotron frequency become important,

2. Electromagnetic radiation scattered by magnetic field and

Inhornoceneities from plasma waves generated by the Cerenkov and

tV.o-strearr, processes in the ionosphere. The steep electron density
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gradient (dN/dR) of the lower ionosphere, however, does not favor the

production of intense plasma waves.

3, Galactic radio radiation due to synchrotron radiation. This

is expected to be substantially different along the galactic plane and

toward the galactic halo. Possible contributions from discrete radio

sources (Sun, Jupiter, Cassiopeia) should also be considered.

4. Natural terrestrial noise background due to local and prop-

agating atmospherics. The intensity of this noise at low frequencies

is modified by the propagation conditions and displays a diurnal varia-

tion shown in Figure 4. 1.

5. Man-made noise, especially over densely populated areas.

This noise is expected to be, in general, narrow-band in contrast to

the mostly Nvide- band atmospherics.

From tha above extensive but probably still incomplete list of

potential radio noise sources, one can appreciate how complex, but

also how necessary, are the measurements of the natural radio back-

ground, especially when the effects of an artificial event of similar

nature are to be evaluated.

4. Z BACKGROUND AND THEORY

This project has been engaged in a theoretical and experi-

mental program to predict and measure the long-wavelength radio

environment that is unobservablc on the surface of the earth

because of the shielding of the terrestrial ionosphere. The
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frequency range of primary interest has been roughly from 10 Mc

to 10 kc. To date, the project has prepared instrumentation for

several satellites and probes in the Discoverer, MIDAS, and Blue

Scout programs.

The results of the Argus and Jason projects in injecting

and measuring beta decay electrons trapped in the terrestrial

electromagnetic field has led to consideration of the various

radio-environmental effects caused by this band of trapped

electrons. The synchrotron radiation of these trapped electrons

in the geomagnetic field will be peaked in the megacycle region of

the spectrum which is unobservable on the surface of the earth.

In addition, there is great interest in the electromagnetic pulse

generated by the explosion itself.

The radioactive debris of a high-altitude nuclear explosion

ejects beta decay electrons into the surrounding terrestrial

magnetic fieldproducing synchrotron radiation. The most proba-

ble energy of electrons emitted is assumed to be I Mev. For

evaluation, it is further assumed that the major energy radiated

by these beta decay electrons falls into a rather small frequency

interval around a frequency of maximum radiation. The
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frequency of maximum radiation is given as:

.max = 1.4H gauss (E/moc 2) Mc (4.1)

where: Vmax = frequency of maximum radiation, Me

H = magnetic field, gauss

E = energy of electron, Mev

m o = rest mass of particle, Mev

c = velocity of light, m/sec

For E = 1 NMev, (E/moc) becomes 4; thus the expression may be

written as:
Vmax = 5.6H MC (4.2)

At 400 km above the earth's surface, H is roughly 0. Z5

gauss; therefore, for l-Mev electrons the frequency of maximum

radiation falls in the megacycle range. Measurements made

on the electron spectrum resulting from the Argus project show a

considerable number of electrons at Z Mev and above, so that

synchrotron radiation should be intense up to 10 Mc.

The effective temperature of such a cloud produced in the

Argus project is: Te = 2 x 108 /H °K/Mt (4.3)

or roughly at the altitude of interest:

Te 10 9 °K/Mt (4.4)
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This should be compared with a maximum cosmic radio background

temperature of I07 OK at 4 Mc.

The synchrotron radiation is polarized and therefore could

have possibly been detected as a modulation at the tumble period of

the Discoverer satellite. The polarization of the synchrotron

radiation would enable its detection at only a few percent of the

cosmic background.

The experiment frequencies of 4. 010- and 6. 975-Mc are

below the F 2 ionospheric-region critical frequency over considera-

ble portions of the satellite orbit. During those periods when the

satellite was above the hmax FZ, there still existed a possibility of

leakage of terrestrially generated radio-frequency signals th-ough

the ionosphere. The project had, at Harvard University, a series

of ground-based transmitters and receivers operating on the satel-

lite frequencies. These transmitters sent out a coded sequence of

pulses during times when the satellite passed over the Cambridge

area. Time correlations of this pulse code, with the telemetry

data, have been made to determine the local ionospheric attenuation

at frequencies below the F 2 critical frequency.

4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

A large dynamic range, 80 db, was selected for the N-detectors

(designated MkIc) to avoid the saturation which we had experienced
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\with previous satellite radiometers. Each payload included two radi-

ometers operating at frequencies b. 975 Mc and 4. 010 Mc. The band-

wid-h of both radiometers was-10kc,and the post detection time con-

stant was set at 2. 5 seconds by the telemetry sampling rate.

The radiometers basically were crystal- controlled superhetero-

dyne total power receivers with an intermediate frequency of 310 kc.

The power drain was a niodast 660 mw, including the voltage regulator.

The radiometer input impedance was 50.I. The performance of the

receiver was -ontinuously monitored in flight by switching periodically

between the antenna (15 sec 6'r) and an internal load (5 sec-2 ').

A, block diagram of the MkIc rad:.ometer is shown in Figure 4. 2.

The MkIc raclometer was constructed of welded modules encap-

sulated in Stycast 1090H. One such module is shown in Figure 4. 3.

After the modules were assembled and tuned, the entire package and

harness were also embedded in Stycast. The weight of each completed

radiometer was 1. 35 pounds. The payload in its final form is shown in

Figure 4. 4. The radiometers were calibrated at temperatures from

-65 0 C to+600 C. An ambient temperature monitor was included in the

payload, and its output was received along with the other telemetered

data. As we will see in section 4. 5 results, this humble monitor gave

us some very useful information in an area where it was least expected

but badly needed-on the satellite local time.
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The antennas employed, one of which is shown in Figure 4. 5,

were Yeiser Laboratories 25-foot tape antennas and were used as

monopoles because of the severe space and weight limitations of the

satellites. Each antenna was power matched for free space, using a

base loading inductance and a matching transformer.

Given the stringent space, weight, power, and telemetry

limitations imposed on the radiometers and the tight time schedule for

their bread-boarding, construction, and testing, SRP feels quite proud

of their on-time delivery and their subsequent successful performance.

The lack of an ionospheric sounding station of continuous oper-

ation in the Boston area prompted the SRP to construct (as fast as it

could) a simple ionospheric sounder to complement the N-detector

observations. This would enable us to check the ionosphere for leak-

age of ground noise and at the same time evaluate the ionospheric con-

ditions for wave propagation. The leakage test was performed by

transmitting a coded signal from the SRP ground station at Harvard

College Observatory to the satellite during its passage over the Boston

area. After the completion of the sounder (it was ready only for one

of the Discoverer satellites, Flight Test Vehicle (FTV) 1129), an iono-

gram was taken before and after each Boston passage of the satellite.

In addition to the sounder, two receivers were also operated at

the same frequencies as the satellite radiometers (6.975 Mc and 4.010

Mc) to monitor the local activity at those frequencies. Operation of the
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sounder, the transmitters, and the monitors required a group of three

people on practically an around-the- clock schedule.

4.4 DATA REQUIREMENTS

The data requirements for the reduction of the experimental

results are: (1) conplete ephemeris of the Discoverer satellite;

(2) altitude, yield, time of detonation, and geocentric latitude and

longitude of the nuclear device; (3) an indication of the energy and

number of electrons trapped by the geomagnetic field as determined

by other detectors on the Discoverer payload; (4) analog oscillographs

of the decommutated telemetry with system times and pre- and post-

calibrations clearly marked; (5) digital magnetic tape of the decom-

mutated telemetry data in standard format for the IBM 7090 digital

computer; (6) ionosonde data from as broad a coveragc of the satel-

lite orbit as possible; and (7) data from the Discoverer magnetometer

for tumble and spin results.

4.5 RESULTS

4. 5. 1 Flight Test Vehicle 1127 Data.

The data obtained from our radiometers were not of good qual-

ity because the temperature environment immadiately after ejection of

the capsule %.as too low for optimum operation of our equipment. Until

the satellite could start rotating and equalize the temperature (about

orbit 50),the vehicle was completely stabilized, and our radiometers,

mounted rn the Agena airframe and directly exposed to space, were on
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the cold (shadowed) side of the vehicle. These radiometers had been

designed to operate most efficiently at room temperature, and this

condition was never achieved by Flight Test Vehicle 1127. Operating

temperatures were very low (---30 C), so the sensitivity of the instru-

ments was greatly reduced.

4,5.2 Flight Test Vehicle 1128 Data.

The received quick-look data of Flight Test Vehicle (FTV) 1128

have indicated that our radiometers performed satisfactorily after or-

bit 55, i. e. after the temperature was stabilized around 10 C. A com-

plete thermal history of our payload is shown in Figure 4. 6, and from

it one can see why the radiometers of FTV 1127 ran into difficulties

during the early orbits.

Partial restrictions and priorities on data processing at Lockheed

have curtailed the reduction of the tape-recorded data from FTV 1128 to

their final form (brightness temperature or radio noise flux). However,

we have undertaken to reduce the tape-recorded data by eye and hand

from the available quick-look strip charts. This is a hard and slow proc-

ess, and the accuracy obtained in this manner is much inferior to that

of a computer reducing the data from the original magnetic tapes. How-

ever, it is hoped that in the future a proper and accurate reduction of

the data can be made.

Some of the tape-recorded data of FTV 1128, reduced in the

above-mentioned manner, are plotted in Figures 4. 7, 4. 8, and 4. 9,
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along with total magnetic field and the payload temperature. The ne-

cessity of using the magnetometer and the temperature data will be ex-

plained below. A summary of the FTV 1128 real time data, the only

ones reduced in the computer, is given in Table 4. 1. In this table,

Rev is the satellite revolution, UT andLT are universal and local time,

respectively. Tb is brightness temperature, and S is flux.

Transmissions to measure ionospheric leakage were made from

Harvard Observatory during the active life of the satellite. We oper-

ated for the total of 46 passes over the Boston area. It is anticipated.

however, that the leakage results will be inconclusive because of the

satellite's low altitude.

4. 5. 3 Flight Test Vehicle 1129 Data.

. The originally received quick-look data indicated that our radi-

ometers performed satisfactorily, and this was confirmed by the subse-

quently received reduced data.

The ionospheric sounder was completed in time for the Flight

Test Vehicle (FTV) 1129 satellite. Ionograms were taken preceding

and following each passage of the satellite over the Boston area. In

addition, ionograms taken at other different parts of the day established

the diurnal variation of the ionosphere during the satellite flight, An

example of the transmission operation and the results obtained is shown

in Figure 4. 10.
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Most of the records indicate that the transmitter (5-second

pulses) is clearly picked up by the satellite radiometers, but these

results are not conclusive because of the very low orbit of the satellite.

The thermal history of the FTV 1129 payload, shown in Figure

4. 11, displays the same features evident in the record of FTV 1128.

A summary of the real time observations from the reduced real time.

data is given in Table 4. 2. In this table, Rev is the satellite revolu-

tion, UT and LT are universal and local time, respectively. Tb is

brightness temperature, and S is flux. A more elaborate analysis was

reserved for the extended tape recorded data.

The logs of the maximum, the minimum, and the average of

every observational cycle, each one having a duration of 20 seconds

divided into 15 seconds on the antenna and 5 seconds on the internal

calibration, were tabulated and plotted vs universal time. In practi-

cally all the records, a large difference between the maxima and the

minima appeared in certain sections of the orbit; this separation oc-

casionally reached several orders of magnitude. A more detailed

analysis of all the points within each observing period revealed that the

apparent separation was due to a-'-5. 1-second-period oscillation of the

noise level. A closer search through all the records showed these

oscillations to be more frequent at 4.010 Mc than at 6.975 Mc. Anex-

panded picture of the oscillations is shown in Figures 4.12 and 4.13.

Figure 4. 12 shows the oscillations appearing at 4. 010 Mc but not at
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b.975. In Figure 4. 13 the oscillations appear simultaneously on both

frequencies. The cause of these oscillations is not exactly clear. We

will discuss this phenomenon again in the conclusion.

In addition to plotting the logs of the maxima, minima, and

averages, we also plotted the difference for the two frequencies (4. 010

Mc and 6.975 Mc) against time for all available orbits. The differences

of these logs is the log of ratio of the maximum, minimum, and aver-

age radio noise level at the two frequencies, and is indicative of the

slope of the spectral index in the region of the above mentioned fre-

quencies. A typical long orbit (No. 185 recorded at Vandenberg Air

Force Base) where all these plots are included is shown in Figure 4. 14.

Polar diagrams of the averages at 4.010 Mc and 6.975 Mc were

also made to evaluate the latitude dependence of the received radio noise.

Orbit 185 (Vandenberg) is diagrammed in Figure 4.15. Figure 4.16 dis-

plays the averages at 4.010 Mc from seven different orbits (No. 80, re-

corded at Kodiak; 97, Hawaii; 153, Vandenberg; 185, Vandenberg; 210,

Hawaii; 217, Vandenberg; 231, Vandenberg), and Figure 4.17 shows

the averages at 6. 975 Mc for the same orbits. This combined repre-

sentation was chosen to demonstrate the repetition of some typical

features from orbit to orbit, and also to show the progressive emer-

gence in the later orbits of a characteristic pattern.

Finally in Figures 4, 18 to 4. 29 the averages of the two fre-

quencies are shown together for all the 12 available orbits (there are
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at least 300 such average points in each diagram, corresponding to the

300 or more 20-second observational periods included in each tape-

recording). This representation demonstrates the similarity of the

patterns obtained at the two frequencies. It also shows some small

but significant differences that the two patterns exhibit. One such

difference is that the radio noise level rises and falls more smoothly

at 6.975 Mc than it does at 4. 010 Mc; another is that the 6.975 Mc

pattern rises ahead and falls after the one at 4. 010 Mc. These features

hint that there is a strong dependence of the radio noise level on the

ionospheric electron density. These results will be discussed further

in the conclusion.

4.6 DISCUSSION

4. 6. 1 Flight Test Vehicle 11Z7.

The magnetometer and the electron density probe performed

rather normally during the early orbits. The formula suggested by

Lockheed (letter of July 27. 1962),

t=13563+26.5 T

where t = systems time

T= plot time

rendered completely incompatible results for all the data. However,

from the few available clock data, we were able to reduce a new time

formula:

t = 14786- +26.0 T
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and this produced the anticipated over-the-earth pattern for the total

magnetic field and the electron density. These are shown along with

our data in Figure 4. 30.

Because the finality of the satellite power system failure was

uncertain, the transmissions tq measure ionospheric leakage were

continued until orbit 101, i. e. a total of 25 passes over the Boston area.

Unfortunately the satellite did not recover.

4.6.2 Flight Test Vehicle 1128.

The ephemeris of Flight Test Vehicle (FTV) 1128 was satisfac-

tory but incomplete. A jump (increase) of about 15 km takes place in

the interface of the two ephemeris sections, due presumably to com-

puter extrapolations.

The major problem with the tape recorder data analysis was

presented by the failure of the satellite clock and the failure of the elec-

tron density probe. The only data that would help place the orbit were

from the magnetometer (which could place to a rather good approxima-

tion the crossing of the equator as well as the northernmost and south-

ernmost latitudes of the orbit -the NPT and SPT) and from the ambient

temperature monitor of our equipment.

The temperature monitor could be of help in the following man-

ner. From our previous experiments we had observed that the temper-

ature would reach minimum around sunrise. This minimum point could

be located to a rather good approximation on our records. On the other
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hand, the ephemeris gives the universal time and longitude and hence

the local time of each segment of the orbit. In this manner the point

of the orbit where we have local sunrise could be found and associated

with the corresponding point on our records, and thus the orbit could

be placed. The fact that the two methods (magnetometer and temper-

ature monitor) are independentand also that one usually has more than

one such encounter for each tape record, allowed us to plate the or-

bits with considerable confidence.

One might think that the orbit could be placed from the log books

of the telemetry stations that operate the tape recorder. As we will

see in the analysis of the FTV 1129 data, this unfortunately is not poss-

ible.

4. 6. 3 Flight Test Vehicle 1129.

The digital listings of the reduced data received from Lockheed

had printed on the side (according to our request) the corresponding

universal time. When the data were plotted using this time list, a very

puzzling pattern emerged. To resolve this problem we decided on a

trip to Lockheed to have a first-hand contact with their computer staff.

ple. There we found that Lockheed, due to a misunderstanding between

the computer staff and the tracking staff, had assigned to the begin-

ning of our data the beginning of the recording time. This is not correct

for the following reason.
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The satellite can store approximately 13, 416 seconds of data.

This can be played back at a ratio of 260.1, i.e. in 516 seconds. The

satellite, however, fades out beyond the tracking station before it has

the opportunity to play back the whole record. The portion lost (at

least 100 seconds of playback tine, i. e. at least 2, 600 seconds of act-

ual recording) corresponds to the beginning of the recording, because

the tape recorder plays back the data in reverse order. In addition an

undertermined amount of data is lost on both sides of the station be-

cause of bad reception conditions when the satellite is close to the hori-

zon. The following diagram illustrates the situation.

beginning beginning
of of

recording play back

13,416 seconds of recording time
(516 seconds of playback time)

satellite

fadeout .4- portion recovered over the station

uncertain uncertain
data over p-.. intelligent part of data over
the horizon recovered data the horizon

error in the time
assigned to our
reduced data

Because of the uncertainty concerning the actual amount of lost

data, it is, impossible to place the orbit from the log books of
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the tracking stations. It must be remembered that a 12-second mistake

in the playback time corresponds to a mistake of more that 20 degrees

on the satellite orbit. For this reason, this method could not be used

in placing the orbits of FTV 1128.

From the existing APFCRL clock data for FTV 1129, we were

subsequently able to reduce the actual times of the tape records, which

we also made available to all the other participants in the FTV 1129

satellite program.

Another difficulty encountered in reducing the FTV 1129 data

was the inadequacy of the provided ephemeris. This ephemeris was

composed of three completely mismatched sections, due presumably to

over-the-border extrapolations of the computer. The fact that the

satellite did not have a beacon after orbit 55, and the ephemeris had to

be based only on tracking angles, could account for the computer error.

The mismatching of the three ephemeris sections is shown in Figures

4. 31 and 4. 32. In addition to the mismatching problem, the ephemeris

did not cover orbits over 200, where practically 50% of the data is lo-

cated. Realizing the inefficiency of this ephemeris , Lockheed agreed

to run a new one. However, this was not done because no funds were

available.

Subsequently,we were able to obtain some SPADATS bulletins

for the FTV 1129 satellite (officially called Alpha-Beta 1). Using these

bulletins and the existing real time dita, we constructed an ephemeris
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for the orbits over 200, and using it, we were able to examine the large

amount of data included in these orbits. At the time of this writing, we

are still trying to produce a new ephemeris through SPADATS.

4.7 CONCLUSIONS

4.7. 1 Flight Test Vehiclq 1127.

The very limited amount of data obtained, coupled with the re-

duced sensitivity of our radiometers, mad,- it practically impossible

to draw any substantial conclusions from the Flight Test Vehicle sat-

ellite data.

4.7.2 Flight Test Vehicle 1128,

The preliminary hand reduction of the Flight Test Vehicle (FTV)

1128 data has produced a latitude- and local-time-dependent pattern with

average fluxes of the order of 10- 0watt m - 2 (cps)- ' (see Table 4. 1). The

relatively short life of the satellite does not allow a clear separation of

dependence on latitude and local time, because the satellite always

reaches a certain latitude at approximately the same local time. A

strong correlation of the 4-and 7-Mc data was observed, indicating a

rather broad banded noise source.

A very striking feature of the tape-recorded data (see Figures

4. 7, 4. 8, and 4. 9) is tha very large dynamic range of radio noise level

encountered over an orbit. The explanation could probably be found in

the ionospheric propagation conditions and on the latitude and local time

dependence of the radio noise level. This phenomenon which has not
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yet been fully understood coald be very significant in many space oper-

ations.

Amore detaned analysis of the FTV 1128 data, including iono-

spheric leakage results, will be undertaken as soon as the data are

properly reduced by the computer.

4. 7, 3 Flight Test Vehicle 1129.

To obtain conclusive results (positive or negative) on the prob-

lem of ionospheric leakage, the satellite must be clearly above the

F Z max, and the critical frequency of the ionosphere must be higher

than the frequency of the coded signals transmitted to the satellite.

The orbit of Flight Test Vehicle (FTV) 1129 was unfortunately much

lower than originally anticipated. In fact, the satellite was never

clearly above the F 2 max over Boston, and therefore the obtained re-

sults cannot be conclusive. All the passes over the Boston area for

which data are available show that the ground signal is recognized by

the satellite. This confirms the basic principal of the experiment but

does not answer the leakage problem, because of the low altitude of

the orbit. Accurate measurements of the galactic radio noise were

also precluded for the same reason.

The 5. 1-second oscillations observed in our data seem to be

caused by the fact that there is a second commutator of period 2. 55

seconds on board the satellite. Each observational cycle of the elec-

tron density probe is nad up of two periods of this commutator, i.e.,
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a total of 5. 1 seconds. During the first period, the low frequency

(5 Mc) is in operation~and the mode monitor reads--3. 85 volts. During

the next period, the higher frequency (14. 5 Mc) is used,and the mode

monitor is at 2. 8 volts. Through some coupling, which is not yet fully

understood, this periodic alternation is imposed on our receivers,

producing the observed 5. 1-second oscillations. The puzzling part of

the problem is that these oscillations appear only during certain sec-

tions of the orbit and not always on both frequencies. One explanation

could be that the interference is regulated by the antenna impedance,

and hence by the local electron density. A more detailed comparison

of our data with that of the electron density probe, which hopefully will

resolve this problem, has not been possible yet because of the different

time listing of the two data.

The most striking feature of our data is the very large dynamic

range of the received radio noise encountered over each orbit. The

profile of the FTV 1129 orbit (Figures 4.18 to 4.29), especially of the

later ones, is strikingly similar to the diurnal variation pattern of

atmospheric noise as observed from the ground. This observation is

not surprising in view of the low orbit of the FTV 1129 satellite. The

local time dependence of the observed pattern (high during the night,

low during the day, with steep changes at sunrise and sunset) is clear-

ly shown in Figure 4. 15.

A latitude effect was also observed with more pronounced signals
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received around + 400 latitude where most of the storm activity takes

place. In the early orbits, as can be seen from Figure 4. 33, the

south-north crossing of the equator occurred at approximately 4:30 am

local time, and the latitude and local time effects were to some extent

opposing each other. This resulted in a not very clear pattern for

these orbits (e. g., orbit 77 observed in New Hampshire, Figure 4.18).

In the later ones the S-N crossing of the equator occurred at around

2:30 am local time, and the two effects seem to align together and

produce a typical clear pattern (e. g., orbit 185 observed at Vandenberg,

Figure 4. ZZ).

An altitude dependence could not be established because of the

practically circular orbit of FTV 1129, and also because there is

some uncertainty regarding the reliability of the available altitude

information.

No obvious longitudinal dependence was observed. However,

some special features recurred from orbit to orbit for which no appar-

ent geophysical correlation could be established because of lack of

more extensive observations.

A comparison of the obtained flux patterns with the correspond-

ing electron density profiles for the same orbits indicated very strong-

ly the existence of the inverse correlation betweea the local plasma fre-

quency and the observed radio noise fluxes.
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The strength of the received radio noise will definitely depend

on the ionospheric propagation conditions, especially in the lower iono-

sphere where the collision frequency is still high. Therefore the ob-

served inverse correlation with the electron density is very much in line

with what one would expect, and to a great extent explains the observed

latitude and local time dependence of our data. A close correlation

between the two frequencies was apparent, indicating the broad-banded

nature of the noise source.

Thoagh all the noise sources mentioned in Objectives, Section

4. 1, maybe present, the verylarge observedfluxes and their distribution sug-

gest strongly that the predominant source is the atmospheric noise. If

this is the case, then satellite observations such as those made by FTV

1129 (low-frequency radio noise measurements) will allow a rapid and

complete earth coverage of atmospheric activity and storm centers.

4.7.4 General Conclusions.

One of the two objectives of the N-detector satellites, the meas-

urement of the Star Fish effects, has not been accomplished because

of several postponements of the high-altitude nuclear detonation. The

other objective, however, the evaluation of the ionospheric environment,

has been carried out successfully for all the experiments on board.

The electron density, the positive and negative ion densities, the mag-

netic field, the P and y-ray fluxes, and the radio noise flux have been

measured simultaneously for several orbits. This should provide quite
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a complete picture of the encountered environment and its variations.

In our case a very strong radio noise flux was measured, with substan-

tial latitude and local time dependence. These unexpectedly high radio

noise levels could have important repercussions on such vital areas as

space telecommunications, ballistic nmissile guidance, radio navigation,

etc. These experiments have also indicated that the atmospheric activ-

ity over the entire earth could be adequately monitored by a satellite-

borne low-frequency radiometer. The detected radio noise levels in

FTV 1128 were a little lower than the ones observed in FTV 1129. This

could indicate an altitude dependence of the received radio noise, be-

cause FTV 1128 had a somewhat higher orbit.

The early failure of the FTV 1127 satellite and the rather low

orbits of FTV 1128 and FTV 1129 have precluded any conclusive meas-

urements on ionospheric leakage and galactic radio noise. This brings

us to the recommendations for the future.

The existence of very strong radio noise fluxes below the F 2 max

should be more fully investigated in order to establish clearly its

latitude, longitude, altitude, local time dependence, and correlation

to other geophysical phenomena. A further investigation of natural

and man-made radio noise leakage through the F 2 layer has now be-

come more pressing because of the very strong fluxes observed.

The ideal way to establish the global pattern of the radio noise

below the F 2 max and check for its possible leakage through it is to
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use a sweep-frequency radiometer (-I- to 10 Mc) on an elliptical or-

bit satellite (--200-km perigee,, -- 800 km apogee) with a long life ex-

pectancy and accurate ephemeris and clock information.

We hope that such an opportunity will arise in the future and that the

valuable experience gained from the N-detector satellite will allow us

to carry out this task successfully.
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TABLE 4.1 FTV 1128 REAL TIME DATA

4.010 4.010 6.975 6. 975 ALT

Rev Sta*' UT LT log Tb log S log Tb log S km Comments

9 VAFB ,306 0506 5.3 -20.2 6.1 -18.9 346 Regular

55 NIHTS 1005 0505 6.2 -19.3 9.0 -16.0 308 7 varies

58 HTS 1430 0430 6.2 -19.3 6.5 -18.5 321 4 offset

61 NHTS 1929 1429 6.2 -19.3 6.2 -18.8 202 7 quiet
4 varies

63 VAFB 2230 1430 5. 3 -20.2 6.2 -18.8 198 Very good 7

65 HTS 0132 1532 5.0 -20.5 6.0 -19.0 191 4 noisy

71 NHTS 1005 0505 6.2 -19.3 6.5 -18.5 315 7 slope
as sypt.

77 NHTS 1927 1427 6.0 -19.5 6.8 -18.2 210 7 slope

79 KTS 2217 1217 5.5 -20.0 5.3 -19.7 245 Good

79 VAFB 2223 1423 5.3 -20.2 6.1 -18.9 220 7 noisy

81 HTS 0127 1527 5.3 -20.2 5.5 -19.5 198 Slopes

81 KTS 0124 1524 5.2 -20.3 5.8 -19.2 221 Very short

87 NHTS 0958 0458 6.2 -19.3 7.5 -17.5 317 7 noisy

87 TTS 1006 0506 5.0 -20.5 6.0 -19.0 301 4 poor

89 VAFB 1255 0455 8.0 -17.5 7.5 -17.5 324 Source

106 HTS 0120 1520 6.0 -19.5 6.3 -18.7 (250) Begins well

129 HTS 0104 1504 5.5 -20.0 6.5 -18.5 250 Poor

143 VAFB 2147 1347 6.3 -19.2 6.5 -18.5 291 Poor

157 NHTS 1831 1331 6.0 -19.5 - - 317 No dat- 7

VAFB Vandenberg Air Force Base.

NHTS New Hampshire (New Boston) Tracking Station.

HTS Hawaii Tracking Station,

KTS Kodiak (Alaska) Tracking Station,

TTS Thule (Greenland) Tracking Station.
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TABLE 4.2 FTV 1129 REAL TIME DATA

4.010 4.010 6.975 6,975 ALT

Rev Sta* UT LT log Tb log S log Tb log S km Comments

77 NHTS 1935 1435 6.0 -19.5 6.7 -18.3 215 4 & 7 noisy

80 KTS 0000 1400 5.5 -20.0 - - 240 Pulse

97 HTS 0135 1535 5.3 -20.2 6.2 -18.8 215 Quiet

105 VAFB 1255 0455 9 -16.5 12 -13 262 Verynoisy

I1 VAFB 2215 1415 5.3 -20.2 5.8 -19.Z 216 Quiet

113 HTS 0120 1520 5.2 -20.3 6.2 -18.8 Z15 Quiet

127 VAFB 2205 1405 5.2 -20.3 6.1 -18.9 216 Quiet

129 HTS 0105 1505 5.2 -20.3 6.2 -18.8 215 Quiet

145 HTS 0050 1450 5.0 -20.5 6.0 -19.0 214 Quiet

153 VAFB 1215 0415 10 -15.5 12 -13 233 Verynoisy

161 HTS 0035 1435 5.1 -20.4 6.2 -18.8 214 Quiet

169 VAFB 1200 0400 10 -15.5 12 -13 225 Verynoisy

185 VAFB 1140 0340 11 -14.5 12 -13 218 Verynoisy

208 KTS 2155 1155 5.0 -20.5 5.0 -20.5 220 Very quiet

208 VAFB 2200 1400 5.5 -20.0 6.0 -19.0 210 Quiet

209 KTS 2320 1320 4.8 -20.7 5.4 -19.6 220 Quiet

210 HTS 0000 1400 4.9 -20.6 5.4 -19.6 200 Quiet

215 NHTS 0750 0250 10 -15.5 12.6 -12.4 205 Poor

* VAFB Vandenberg Air Force Base

NHTS New Hampshire (New Boston) Tracking Station
HTS Hawaii Tracking Statioa

KTS Kodiak (Alaska) Tra;-king StaUon
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TABLE 4.2 CONTINUED

4.010 4.010 6.975 6.975 ALT

Rev Sta* UT LT log Tb log S log Tb log S km Comments

217 VAFB 1050 0250 9 -16.5 11 -14 200 Pulse

Z19 HTS 1340 0340 9 -16.5 11 -14 192 Pulse

ZZI NHTS 1705 1205 5.3 -20.2 6.2 -18.8 205 Spike

ZZ2 NHTS 1835 1335 5.7 -19.8 7.2 -17.8 205 Quiet

224 VAFB 2130 1330 6.0 -19.5 6.2 -18.8 200 Quite good

226 HTS 0030 1430 5.0 -20.5 5.5 -19.5 192 7 slope

Z31 NHTS 0720 0220 11 -14.5 - - 160 No 7 Mc

* VAFB Vandenberg Air Force Base,

NHTS New Hampshire (New Boston) Tracking Station.
HTS Hawaii Tracking Station.
KTS Kodiak (Alaska) Tracking Station,
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AI

Figure 4.3 Welded module for MkIc radiometer.

Figure 4.4 MklIc radiometer package, FTV 1127, FTV 1128, and FTV 1129.

Figure 4.5 Yeiser Type A tape antenna.
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CHAPTER 5

ION TRAP PROBE

5.1 O.ECTIVE

The objective of this experiment was to study the variations

with latitude and longitude at an approximately constant altitude

near the peak of the F-region (300 kin): (1) positive ion and

electron densities in the range 10 to 1010 particles/cm 3 ; (2) energy

distributions of charged particles in the range 0 to 100 ev; and (3)

vehicle potential due to vehicle-plasma interaction.

The study of these properties and their global distribution

before, during,and after a high-altitude atomic burst would reveal

important facts on the extent and nature of the disturbance caused

by such an event, relating to photochemical processes, RF propa-

gation, radar tracking of rockets and satellites, etc.

5.2 BACKGROUND AND THEORY

Instruments to measure charged particle densities, temper-

ature, and energy distribution have been flown in the past three

years on vertical probe rockets and satellites. The objective of

such flights was to study these electrical properties, their absolute

values and time, altitude and positional variations leading to a

better understanding of the basic properties of the ionosphere and
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interplanetary plasma. Such properties as the dissociation,

ixuization and recombination processes operating in the undis-

turbed plasma, vehicle-plasma interaction in the light of how the

presence of the vehicle modifies the plasma, and how vehicle

potential is influenced by the plasma are being studied and their

physical significance evaluated.

The theory is discussed with reference to the three

modes of instrument operation (Sections 5.2.1 through 5.2.3).

.Z. Nlode 1,

A voltage is applied between the two electrodes sufficient

to collect all charged particles entering the electrode system

given by: Z
V = my (b z - 1) 

(5.1)

2 q a

where: a = radius of inner sphere, cm

b = radius of outer sphere, cm

v = velocity of particle relative to vehicle, cm/sec

m mass of heaviest particle expected to be collected, gm

q = particle charge, coulombs

V = applied volts
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v in this formula can be expressed as:

IvK - v T  + I vj (5.2)

where: "vT = maximum velocity of particle in a Maxwellian gas

vv = vehicle 'Velocity

so, considering the vehicle (rocket or satellite) employed and

whether the instrument is collecting positive or negative

particles I v T I > I vv I or I v T  << I v 1; hence, one or thev

other can be neglected, e.g., for a = 1. 27 cm, b = 5. 7 cm,

vv = 8 x 105 cm/sec, and considering singly charged NO+ ions,

then -192 volts are required to collect all ions entering collection

since >v > vT. Taking the case now where v >> , then itsicevv T"v vT

is easily seen that the probe sweeps out a volume of:

vv xA=v x7r 2 c 3c/sec (5.3)

where: v = vehicle velocity

A = cross-sectional area of probe

r outer radius of probe

If now the ion density in the volume swept out is n +/crn, then the

current flow to the center electrode is given by:

n+ e x v 7 r 2  x f(v) (5.4)
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where: i = current flow to center electrode

n+ = ion density (nunber/cm )

e = charge per particle

Vv = vehicle velocity

experimentally determined transmission factor for

outer electrode

The value of the function f(v) depends on the potential of the outer

sphere with respect to the undisturbed environment.

5.2.2 Mode Ii.

For electrons the theory is identical to standard

Langmuir-probe theory which may be found in standard texts.

From analysis of the current-voltage curves, (electron) tempera-

ture, vehicle potential and the form of f(v) to be used in Equation

5. 4 are easily determined.

The simple Langmuir-probe theory must be modified for

ions to take into account vehicle velocities of the same order of

magnitude as random thermal-ion velocities.

5.2.3 Mode IIl.

Plotting the second derivative of the current against voltage

gives a typical form of Maxwellian (or other) energy-distribution

diagram.
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5, 3 INSTRUMENTATION

Tvo experinents were involved-one for negative particles

and one for positive particles. A sensor, a bias box,and an

omuplifier were provided for each. Both experiments derived

timed functions and voltages from a common timer box. A

block diagram of the instrumentation is shown in Figure 5. 1.

The sensors consisted of a set of two concentric spherical

electrodes. The outer electrode was 3 inches in diameter and

perforated to give a high transmission of particles; the inner

electrode was solid and of 1-inch diameter. Both were tungsten

coated to reduce photo and secondary electron emission. The

sensor was mounted at the end of a boom which was erected

perpendicular to the vehicle surface when conditions of zero drag

and zero g were attained. The boom was made long enough to

place the sensor outside any vehicle influence such as solar

shadow, vehicle plasma and vehicle wake

A series of programed voltages were applied to both elec-

trodes from the timer box and bias box.

A description of one unit applies to both, so attention will

be given to the positive ion unit. Potentials are reversed on the

electron sensor.
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3. 3. 1 Mode 1.

A iixed negative potential is applied to the center sphere

,rom the bias box, the outer spher,: beiug kept at vehicle potential.

The bias supply is in series with the center electrode and the

logarithmic dc amplifier, the input terminal of the latter being at

vehicle potential and so acting as a zero impedance device.

As explained previously, the probe sweeps out a cylindrical

path through the plasma: hence, the current measured is propor-

tional to ion density. A voltage proportional to the log of the

current in the range 0 to 5 volts is telemetered on a continuous

channel with a frequency response minimum of 100 cps.

5.3.2 .Mde II,

With a fixed potential applied to the inner electrode, a

sweep voltage in the range +20 to -20 is applied to the outer elec-

trode, thus operating the sensor in a Langmuir-probe mode. By

rneans of a calibrated analog voltage telemetered on a commutated

channel, a plot of current produced against voltage applied will

give vehicle potential and an ion temperature measurement.

5.3.3 Mode III*

The outer sphere is kept at vehicle potential; the inner

electrode voltage is varied between zero and maximum (voltage

applied in Mode i) by means of the bias supply, Again,an analog
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ol:tage telemetered on ,a connutatvd channel gives a m casure of

applied voltage to be plotted against current produced, giving an

eergy-distribution diagram.

In addition to programing the mode of operation, the

tin-tr box also provides an analog voltage (telemetered) on a

con-nmutated channel, giving an indication of the mode in use at

all times.

The two sensor units consisted of the spherical electrode

assembly, mounting assembly, and boom assembly. The boom

was 3 feet long with a uniform diameter of 1 inch. The booms

weighed l, pounds each. The two bias supplies were mounted in

as close a proximity to the respective sensor booms as possible.

The bias supply boxes were approximately 4 by 4 by 5 inches and

weighed 2 pounds each. Two amplifiers were mounted as close

as possible to the respective bias boxes. The amplifiers were

approxinately 9 by 4 by Z inches and weighed Z pounds each.

The timer box was mounted in a convenient location. Its size

was 9 by 5 by 4 inches and weighed 3j pounds.

The total power consumption had an average value of 3

watts with a peak of 8 watts and a minimum of I* watts, all at +28-

volts dc. The instrument had a telemetry output of six pieces of

data to be cornmutated.
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5.4 DATA REQUIREMENTS

The imnivdiate post-flight requirement is for a paper strip

chart of appropriate commutator (Ring B)-Visicorder type-at

,t chart speed of 10 in/sec. Post-flight data reduction requires

the commutated channel decommutated and digitized at the rates

shown in Table 5. 1. All information is to be corrected for drift,

etc. , and put on magnetic tape in standard 113ivM iournaL antd also

to be tabulated. Complete ephemeris data including time,

latitude, longitude, radial altitude above the earth's surface, and

resultant velocity (absolute velocity) arealso to be put on tape and

tabulated.

TABLE 5.1 DIGITIZING RATES FOR ION TRAP PROBE

Output Post Numbers DiRitizing Rate
samples/sec

ES-l* 02,19,31,43 10

ES-2 03, Z0, 32, 44 10

ES-3 04,21,33 7%4

ES-4 05,29,45 71/2

ES-5 34 216

ES-6 42 21/4

*ES = Electric structure, ion trap
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5.5 R ESuL rS

rwvo spherical e'lectrostatic analN--ers were -uccessfully flown

on each' o" the Discoveorer satellites 1 127, l280and I 1_'Q. Sensor I was

used to measure the density, eneruy, and temperature ot negative ions

and electrons, sensor 2 was used to measure the density, energy, and

*en"'perature o" oositive ions. Most of the data were obtained in the a-

titude region from iSO to 425 kn.

The results given in this report have been obtained from strip

charts, since &ne magnetic tapes for the experiment (all outputs) were

received "n the latter part of April l%3. This did not allow time to in-

clude machine-processed data. As a resultmuch of the charge density

-ine structure along the satellite trajectory is not shown on the experi-

The reduction of the results has been further complicated by

inadequate ephemeris and satellite clock data. For example, the original

ephemeris for FTV 1120 zhowed the apogee and perigee altitudes in-

creasin after orbit 134. An improved ephemeris was finally obtained

-r , 5PACETRACK in early May. The satellite clock did not work

.:%TV 1115. The clock data is necessary to relate the experimental

:j.its to the epherneris. The margnetometer data which gives crude

:e ra h:ci 7ositon was received in May 1963. For this reason the

e.x.rL ..er-.t.aI ci ts are .i.'en with respect to system time.
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.5I . Fry ii27 Results.

the e\periments wNorked torll for ,pproxim.ttely .2 orbits. All

e en iments then terniinated due to t comnand failure. The vatriation

~ posttive' ion and electron densities with geographic latitude is shown

in Figure n.2. the flight wNas carried out at a time of Arctic Summer

and Antarctic Winter.

As shown in Figure 5.2 the positive ion and electron values

a gree within the experimental error during the day and show a signifi-

cant difference beginning at about ionospheric sunset.

The electron density becomes less than the positive ion and

remains less until after sunrise, The negative ion concentration is

:ound to exceed the electron density at night. As can be seen from Fig-

-Ire 5. 2 the position of the sun has a dominant influence on the rnagni-

tide of the charge densities. At night, the time of minimum densities,

the vehicle reaches its maximum altitude of approximately 415 km.

Mlode II, From the Mode I current voltage curves, see for ex-

aomle Fizure 5.3, the satellite potential may be determined (Sagalyn,

Sdrdc;, Wisnia, 10 b3). Because of the poor resolution of the strip

chart data,the Mode II current voltage data could not be reduced. Curves

obtained frorn real-tirme acquisitions gave small values of satellite po-

tential, (-0. 1 to -0. 5 volt ). The average energy of the ambient charged

oartilie varied between 0.16 and 0.20 ev. The corresponding am-

bient ternr.eratirei varied between 1000 and 2000°K. Periodic measure-
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meiit ot oergy', t ipuer.ture aud stc)llite potentidl call be obtainvd

\whie the ttape data is u , , ' ed.

Node I1. The '\perin.nt did not operate in Mode III during the

real-time cquisition periods. This data can also be obtained when the

maonetic taoe data is anc lv, ,ed.

5. 2 FrV i 118 Results.

Results were obtained from six tape-recorded orbits and 23 real-

time acquisitions from FTV 1128. The vehicle clock did not operate, so

that crude position must be obtained from the magnetometer results.

The magnetomneter data was received during the second week of May 1963;

this diQ not allow time to correlate the experimental outputs with the

magnetic field.

Positive ion and electron densities obtained from the tape read-

out on the sixty-fifth orbit is shown as a function of system time in Fig-

ire 5.4. The ion and electron densities are approximately equal when

the charge densitieE are high. From a comparison of these results

with those obtained on satellites 1127 and 1129 one can estimate that

the values obtained between 20 and 130 seconds correspond to daytime

conditions. At about 143 secondswhich probably corresponds to local

ionospheric sunset, there is a sharp decrease in the charge densities.

At thi- time the electron density becomes less than the positive ion

density. This is in arreenent with results obtained on vehicles IIZ7

and I t24, showing the presence of negative ions in the nighttime iono-

h phe re.
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l'ho Mo.le 11 anId III datt livt, not yet been reduced. This, to-

Lgt~dre with the nachined processed Mode 1 results, will be given in ,t

report to be prepared at the Air Force Cambric.ge Research Laboratories.

-,,3 FrY I- Res ults.

Experimental results were obtained from fifteen tape recorded

orbits and twenty-three real time acquisitions on vehicle 1129. As the

nagnetic tape outputs were not received until the end of April 1963,

only hand-processed strip chart data will be given in this report. Be-

cause of the inadequacy of the original ephemeris, incon-

sistencies appeared in the orbital data. For example, after orbit num-

ber 134 the apogee altitude suddenly increased. New orbital elements

were obtained and a new ephemeris derived by SPACETRACK.

The variation of charge densities, positive ions, and electrons

with latitude obtained on orbits 177 and 178 are shown in Figure 5.5.

The altitude variations are small during this period; apogee is

230 km and perigee is 21 0 km. The overall pattern of the latitudinal

variations is similar to that observed on vehicles 1127 and 1128.

A rapid increase in charge density is observed shortly after iono-

spheric sunrise. Normal daytime magnitudes are reached a few hours

later. During the day,the censity variations are small. Shortly before

ionospheric sunset the charge densities decrease, reaching a minimum

a few hours after sunset. At night between 0100 and 1230 hours local
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timea secondarv n-txi uin is observed at -0 to 25 ° so uth. A night-

tinie increase in electron densities is often observed around midnight.

by io c,-,,,de stations near the equator.

The positive ion and electron densities are approximately equal

during the dav. At night the positive ions are a factor of 1. 5 to 5

g reater than the electron densities.

While the pattern just described was observed on most orbital

records received from vehicle 1i12, on certain of the orbits, signifi-

canz differences occurred. For example, on orbit 97, as shown in

Figure 5.o, the charge densities during the nighttime reach to almost

the daytime values. At this time, the electron and positive ion densities

are nearly equal. This will be discussed further in the next section.

The sun and tumble rate of vehicle 1129 varied considerably

during the data acquisition period. This motion is easily determined

from the experiment outputs as the sensors move in and out of the ve-

hicle .&ake. The effect on the measurement is shown in Figure 5.7;

this reproduction of a oortion of the flight record illustrates the decrease

in the positive ion measurement when sensor 2 enters the vehicle wake.

Bo~h the eiectron and ion densities were found to decrease almost an

order of rnanitude in the shadow of the vehicle, three to five feet be-

hini the satellite. A comparison of the ion densities values obtained

ver a portiorn of an rjrbit with the sensors in and out of the satellite

waee is giver, in Fig-Ire 5. 8.
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lodlc IL. Only c'a-timc .Aod II dat has beeni reduced at this

the electrozu current volt oe curves give teniperatures ralginp

Ietween 1-'00' and 2100 0 K. Exaples ot Mode II electron sweep curves

0'ectaei durnm the lih"t 'A F V 11-20 are shown in Figures 5.9 and

51 10. The vehicle potential was measured to be -1.0 to 0.5 volt. The

te:''?erature is calculatedi to be 1534t K from Figure 5. 1- and 1830°K from

t'-e Lata given in Figure 5. 10.

Vode !II: Examples of col.ector current vs collector voltage

curves o'--.tined frorn- sensors 1 and -2 are shown in Figures 5.11 and

5. 1.. This data- .Nas obtained at 340 km and a local time of 0542 hours.

Saturation is reached at a collector voltage of 75 volts. This corres-

)ons to a charged particle energy of 9 ev. Assuming a vehicle po-

tent-al of I ev, t.is corresponds to positive ions of 8-ev energy;

the c-icuflated ion mass is 30 amu. This indicates that the mass of

t'-e n- jorit".- of the positive ions present is less than 30 amu.

-he electron sensor curve in Figure 5. 11 shows that

:ver 0:' o- the charged particles are collected for an applied voltage

0 volts. I-his corresoonds to the voltage required for the collection

o" ar.ient electrons. Most of the electron sensor current voltage
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curves show a suall increase up to 40 or 50 volts. This increased

current may be due to the prosence of hilher energy electrons or to

negative lons.

Periodic Mode III measurenents along each orbit will be obtained

from the mnachine-processed data,
:, t' DISC USSION

The latitudinal variations of charge densities obtained on polar

orbiting vehicles 1127, I lZS,and I110 show certain general persistent

features. These include a sharp decrease in the ion and electron den-

sities around s:unset, a secondary maximum of varying relative intensity

at night, a minirnum in densit - before sunrise, a rapid increase in den-

sity after sunrise. The electron densities are usually lower than the

:i.Dsitve ions during the night hours. Significant number of negative ions

are observed below 300 km at night.

The daytime variations with latitude and solar position are small;

this is partly due to the fact that the effects of the solar position and

aititude variations tend to cancel one another on the orbits chosen for

vehncles 1127, 1l28.and 1129.
Cnances in lcnitude do not have a major effect on the latitudi-

nal variations. However, the data shows that the relative magnitudes

of the maxirma and rminimurn are effected by change in longitude.

5iznificant modifications of the general latitudinal pattern do occur.

As pcinted out earlier, the results of vehicle 1129 show large changes in the

rra.nr'.-des of tr: J.ght'rni rnaxirna. Exanination of the solar and magnetic
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dataI for this period shov,- 0ic roased eolar actix'ity. This relation will be

III some detail as part of the analysis of these results.

-hose three -;atellites \ erv launched in the same season; a period of

.A',tarctic Winter and Arctic Sumner. The charge densities change from one

to three orders of magnitude between the light and dark regions of the iono-

stPhere. it x\xould boverv desirable to carry out similar measurements in the

altitude region 200 to 400 kin, in the months of October and Februaryto

obtain seasonalvariations in the ionospheric charge densities over the earth.

it is unfortunate that tae temperature and energies of the charged

-articles could be reduced for only the real-time acquisition. Any effect of

!at-tude, longitude, altitude, and local time on these properties could not be

determined.It vill be possible to obtain this information from the machine-

processed data.

5.7 CONCLUSIONS JAND RECOMMENDATIONS

The variations ot ambient positive and negative ions and electrons

.ave beer. obtained as a function of local time, latitude, and longitude, in an

altitude region Z00 to 400 km. The energies and temperatures of these

particies have also been measured periodically during each orbit. The

results sho%.v the solar position gas dominant influence on the results.

The launchin of vehicles %.ith similar payload during each season of the

• -ear ",;ould h~erefore be highly desirable. The machine processtng of the

-erh:cle data cortinues. This data will be included in a report on the

aralysis and interpretation of the results.
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SATELLITE ORBIT NO. 77
VOLTAGE VS. TIME
POSITIVE ION COLLECTION
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- DATE: 27 JUNE 1962
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Figure 5.7 Voltage versus time, Orbit 77, FTV 1129.
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ION DENSITY VS. TIME
SATELLITE ORBIT NO. 77
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Figure 5.8 Ion density versus time, Orbit 77, FTV 1129.
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gikc re 5.9 FTY 1129, Sensor 1, current versus sw'eep voltage, 1518 hours.
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Figure 5.10 FTV 1129, Sensor 1, current versus sweep voltage, 2250 hours.
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Figure 5.11 FTV 1129, Sensor 1, current versus collector voltage.
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Figure 5.12 FTV 1129, Sensor 2, current versus collector voltage.
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I

CI-APTER 6

RETARDING- POTENTIAL ANALYZER

b.I OBJECTIVE

The objective of this experiment was to acquire information

of the explosive effects on characteristics of the ion-electron

medium by direct local measurement with a retarding-potential

analyzer. In specific, it was to explore on a global basis any

measurable characteristic disturbances (as a function of the time

after the explosion as well as the global location) in comparison

with reference measurements of the same experimental quantities

before the explosion.

The interpretation of the raw data obtained is expected to be

meaningful not only in general terms of total ion (electron) density

and some effective temperature, but also as a determination of the

non-Maxwellian tail in the energy distribution, symmetric or

asyTnmetric deviations from isotropic velocity distributions, and a

reasonably wvell resolved separation of ion species. Besides

operating as an environmental ion-electron analyzer, the instru-

ment "vas proorarned to accomplish an occasional photoelectron

analysis.
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o.2 BACKGROUND AND THEORY

Vehicle-borne charged-particle sampling devices, with or

without retarding-potential discri-nination and/or analysis, have

become most important tools of direct probing in recent studies

of the ion-electron medimn throughout the E- and F-regions, the

outer ionosphere (i-agnetosphere), and interplanetary space.

Various expressions such as "ion trap", "three-electrode

charged-particle trap" and "sheath current monitor" (Bourdeau's

group, NASA), "Langmuir probe" (Bourdeau, Spencer),

"retarding-potential analyzer" IHinteregger, GRD), "Faraday

Cup" (Rossi, MIT), and other names, have appeared in the liter-

ature with rather loosely defined distinctions among them.

The experimental art in this field is still in an exploratory

state. Some fundamental questions on the physical interpretation

of existing measurements (e. g., those from Sputnik III) have

been clarified only recently. Much of the overall theory may

still be considered to be in a state of debate. (A monograph,

based on informally circulated work by Hinteregger with the bene-

fit of several conferences with Bourdeau's group of NASA, is

being prepared for publication.) In spite of certain remaining

controversies as to details, however, the general soundness of
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using electrostatic retarding-potential discrimination and analysis

is considered to be well proven experimentally.

The use of planar geometry for the analyzer structure has

been approached most closely in the design of the GRD and NAS.A

instruments (Aerobee Hi 1959, MIDAS 1961, Aerobee 1959,

Explorer VIII, respectively). Realization of nearly one-

dimensional sampling and retarding conditions not only affords

the least complicated theoretical evaluation but also appears to be most

advisable in cases of established or suspected symmetric and

particularly unsymmetric anisotropies of the particle -velocity

distributions. Therefore, more than one planar retarding-

potential analyzer of different orientations was provided for the

satellite experiment.

In spite of the basic simplicity of the sensor, shown

schematically in Figure 6. 1, an intelligible yet proper theory can-

not be given briefly. Therefore, it may suffice here to state that

the instrument rejects (within certain limits) charged particles of

one polarity and operates as a normal-energy analyzer for those

cf the other polarity. Normal energy here is defined as the

iy- v2 (see Figure 6. 1), i.e. , the energy associated with

the velocity component of the approaching particle in the normal

direction relative to the aperture plate. From the current-voltage
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diagrams obtained from two or more detectors with different orien-

tations of their detector axes ( 7 in Figure 6. 1), it is possible to

determine anisotropy and asymnetry of velocity distributions. The

diagrams from a single detector already allow (1) inference of

ion density (electron density); (2) calculation of effective electron

temperature, as well as determination of non-Maxwellian tail in the

electron-energy distribution up to the instrumental scanning limit-

ER (see Figure 6. 1); and (3) mass-spectrometric identification
max

of ion species to the extent determined by ratio of the vehicle-

velocity component V7 to the average (thermal) ion speed and by the

difference in mass number of the major constituents involved.

Elements of the theory of measurements with planar

retarding-potential analyzers have been published. 12 A

more complete analysis of the various problems of ion density and

velocity-distribution measurements from space vehicles is present-

ly available only as an informal report for limited distribution.

b. 3 INSTRUMENTATION

Two identical retarding-potential analyzers (Model 6D, Comstock

and Wescott, Cambridge, Mass.) with associated automatic range-

switching and polarity-switching amplifiers, program unit, and regula-

ted power supplies (Adcole Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.) (see

Figure 6. 2) were used in the experiment.
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The anal\,-, rs or sensors were mounted as far apart as possible. Due

to phvsical limitations of tlhe allocated space, t hey were mounted look-

ine out radially from the vehicle \with ;in angular separation of 1010

(see Figure ,. ,,)

The instrument was programmed such that both sensors were

operated simultaneously in any one of three modes. Mode I was the

measuirement of photoelectrons leaving the tungsten sensor cathode or

target due to incident extreme ultra-violet radiation; Mode II was the

measurement of environmental positive ions; and Mode III was the

measurement of environmental electrons.

The mode program sequence was II, II, IiI, II, III, I. Each

mode consisted of 5 measurements, and each measurement was

synchronized with the 0.4-rps telemetering commutator. Two meas-

urements were made on each revolution of the commutator. There-

fore, the time between each measurement was 1.25 seconds, and the

time duration of each mode was 31.25 seconds. The complete program

required 218.75 seconds.

A schematic diagram of the sensor elements and connections is

shown in Figure 6.4. ktabulation of element voltages as a function of

mode and measureenr-t number is shown in Table 6. 1,

The sensor tarcet currents were measured with separate auto-

n-atic rance- svitchinu and polarity- switching amplifiers. The ampli-

fiers },ad -iht rances 4 sensitivity. The adjacent range sensitivity

rat;(j ,. as fou-r. Full s, ile ur, the most sei:itive range was 2.4 x 10- 10
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ampere. Full-scale for the least sensitive range

- 10 47
was .45xl0 4= 4 .,' 10-b ampere.

When measuring positive currents, the amplifier output at zero

input current was 5. 0 volts, and at full-scale input current it was 0. 0

volt. When measuring negative currents, the output voltage at zero

input current was 0. 0 volts and at full-scale input current it was 5. 0

volts. This was accomplished in the amplifier by offsetting the ampli-

fier output voltage 5 volts when a polarity change was detected.

Range sensitivities were automatically decreased by a factor of

four at full scale for increasing signals and increased by a factor of

four at 17 of full scale for decreasing signals. 1 4

The system outputs which were telemetered were as follows

(see Table b. 2): VR 1 and VR 2 indicated measurement step number.

Each output was a five-step staircase between 0 and 5 volts. VR 1 ad-

vanced one step for each commutator synchronizing pulse. VR 2 ad-

vanced one step for each five VR 1 steps.

Eo1 was the amplifier output voltage for sensor Si and repre-

sented 5 full-scale of that amplifier.

ETi was the amplifier scale factor and polarity indicator for

sensor S1. It consistcd of 16 discrete levels corresponding to the eight

sensitivity ranges in both polarities.
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Eo 2 was the amplifier output for sensor S2.

ET2 was the amplifier scale factor and polarity indicator for

sensor S2.

ED was a mode indicator. It consisted of three discrete levels

and varied according to the mode program.

Mon z*l and Mon #2 were outputs monitoring the regulated sup-

plies used throughout the instrument.

Synch was used as a means for synchronizing the measuring

program with the commutator. The closing of this commutator seg-

ment to ground through the telemetering input impedance was used as

an input to the program unit.

The program was advanced one measurement step at the end of

a read-out period (see commutator pin assignments, Table 6. 2. ),

allowing approximately 0. 2 second for transients to settle out before

the next read-out.

6.4 DATA REQUIREMENTS

The Ring B commutator had 60 segments at 0.4 rps. Seventeen

informational segments were assigned to the retarding-potential analyzer.

The assignments are shown in Table 6. 2.

For quick- look information, three copies of the stripout are re-

quired for the informational segments shown in Table 6. 3. For analysis,
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two copies arte required of the Midwestern record or equivalent of the

xarious acquisition times. The paper speed should be adjusted so that it

can be read manually.

Informational segments are to be digitalized and placed on low-

density magnetic tape in floating-point binary form. The tape format

should be of the form shown in Table 6. 4. Each commutator revolution

should be one record. Two copies of the binary-coded decimal listing

are requested and also a binary tape of the format shown. in Table 6. 4.

For trajector, information, the following is required:

(1) low-density magnetic tape of the ephemeris; (2) two-ply listing of the

data on binary tape or tapes; (3) a write-up of the format of the binary

tape (length of record, file, and number of files); and (4) a tape log

containing a complete list of the orbits, stations, times, etc. , at which

the acquisitions were made.

The following is a description of format of the data

received from Lockheed Missiles and Space Division. Low-density float-

ing-point binary tapes were received with all experimenters'data merged

on one tape. Each file on the tape contained an experimental parameter

which consisted of one or more points on the commutator. The format was

the following: TIME (1), DATA (1), TIME (2), DATA (1), etc.
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Upon receiving the tape,a binary-coded listing of the parameters

given in Table b. _ was produced from the binary input tape.

Plots of voltage versus time were also received for each experi-

mental parameter. A tabular listing of the ephermeris was also supplied.

The current and the logarithm of the current was computed from

the E o and Et value on an IBM 7(IQ0 computer.

6,5 RESULTS

Retarding-potential analyzers were included in the instrum-

entation of only two of the satellites: FTV 1128 and FTV 1127. No

data was obtained from FTV 1128. Data was obtained from FTV 1127

for a period of 72 minutes or 4/5 of an orbit.

One of the possible reasons for this failure can be traced to

the power supply. While the design voltage of the instrument was

in the range of 26 to 31 volts, the power supply of the satellite pay-

load was an unregulated Z8-volt supply dropping down to a plateau of

26 volts after a few orbits. The same design error may be respon-

sible for the poor performance of detector Si. Another reason is

the unusually low temperature as measured in the radio noise in-

strument. Therefore, only data from detector SZ is being presented.

The data was taken during orbit No. 2 when the attitude of

the satellite was stdbilized with respect to the vertical and the di-

rection of motion. That means that during this orbit both detectors
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were side detectors looking perpendicular to the direction of motion.

In this case Mode II data cannot be readily interpreted in terms of

positive ion densities.

Mode I was designed for the measurement of photoelectrons.

During the useful life of the instrument,both detectors were in the

shadow and never looked toward the sun. Two samples of the cur-

rent-voltage curve for Mode I are shown in Figures 6. 5 and 6. 6.

They were measured in the range of the higher northern latitudes.

However, most of the time no current was measured.

Samples of Mode II measurements are shown in Figures 6. 7,

6. 8, and 6.9. The scale used for the current is logarithmic above

1 0 ampere and below minus 10-10 ampere. Between these points

it is linear, keeping the transition smooth. For high-retarding po-

tentials the current is found to be negative. This is caused most

likely by secondary electrons created at the auxiliary grid by ion

bombardment. There appears to be a correlation between the ion

saturation current and the amplitude of the negative current.

The general behavior of the voltage-current curve as a

function of the position on the orbit is represented in Figure 6. I0.
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The curves show currents versus time for different retarding vol-

tages.

Samples of measurements on Mode III are given in Figures

6. 11, 6. 12, h. 13, and 6. 14 for different positions on the orbit. It

should be mentioned that in the plots of current versus retarding po-

tential a correction had been incorporated. The original plots

showed a tendency toward a staircase shape in line with the range-

switching voltages. The current data points were corrected by sub-

-10
tracting a constant current (35 x 10 amp in range - 5) on all the

odd ranges. This can be justitied by a drift in the amplifier front

end when the temperature drops below the tolerance of the circuit

elements. A similar correction was applied for the Mode II data

where the constant current had to be added. At southern latitudes

(Figure 6. 11) the electrons generally follow a thermal distribution

with a linear slope in the chosen representation. From the slope an

apparent temperature Ta can be derived using the relation

I=I exp {- eV . This apparent temperature is used primarily to

describe the measured data and would represent the actual temper-

ature of the electrons only if the instrument would work according

to a simple ideal theory. Unfortunately, we do not have data points

in the area of lower retardation. It is possible that the slope in this

area could be higher. Under the given circumstances the slope was
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constructed from the section between I and 4 volts and extrapolated

toward higher positive voltages in order to obtain at V the inter-

section with the horizontal line given by the saturation current I .
0

VR 1 is found to be in the neighborhood of 7 volts. In the design of

the instrument it was anticipated that the current drop would occur

in the vicinity of 0 volt. This explains the lack of data points in the

critical region of the retarding-voltage curve. At the equator and

northern latitudes (Figures 6.12, 6.13, 6.14) a trail ofhyperthermal

electrons can be observed, It starts sharply at VRZ and falls off ex-

ponentially until about -20 volts where it reaches the threshold of sen-

s itivity.

The variations of the essential features of the retarding-voltage

curves for Mode III are shown in Figure 6.15. All the measured val-

ues of Io, Ta' VRI and V are plotted as a function of time and lat-

itude. The highest value the instrument was able to measure is

-6
4 x 10 amp. During part of the orbit the current was above this

value.

As mentioned before, detector Sl is not believed to have

worked properly according to its design. Nevertheless the satura-

tion current appears to be a correct measurement both in Mode II and

in Mode III operation. The result in this case is only slightly differ-

ent from the measurements of detector SZ. However, the slope of
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the retarding-potential curve in Mode II is much smaller than meas-

ured with detector Sl. On the other hand, in Mode III between +8

volts and + 5 volts the current drops from its saturation value to its

minimum value. The electron temperature T can be found from the

slope of the current-versus-voltage curve.

In spite of the fact that the detector flown on satellite FTV

1127 is not ideal in the sense mentioned before, the formula was

used for determining electron densities. I and T were taken fromo a

Figure 6.15 and 5 cm 2 for A. The result is shown in Figure 6.16 to-

gether with the electron-density plot from the impedance probe.

The agreement is better than might be expected from the use

of an unreasonable value as Ta for the electron temperature. How-

ever, the compensation lies in the fact that the collecting area A

should have been measured not at the detector but at the outer edge

of the ion sheath.

A qualitative interpretation of the measured I - VR curves

can be given as follows: the key to the curves is the high voltage of

+ 10 volts on the aperture grid. This value had been chosen to enable

the collection of electrons in the case of high-negative vehicle poten-

tials. (Occasional vehicle potentials as high as -10 volts had been

reported.) However, in the present flight the vehiclc potential was

low and probably never went more negative than -1 volt which can be

concluded from the Mode II data and which also is confirmed by the

ion-trap data. The high aperture voltage causes off-perpendicular
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gradients of the potential outside of the detector. However, the de-

tector analyzes the electrons only in terms of the perpendicular

components of the gradient. This causes the current to drop off at a

higher positive voltage because some of the electrons entering the

aperture have not gained a perpendicular velocity as high as indica-

ted by the +10 volts of the aperture grid. Another consequence is a

slope less steep than produced by a detector of ideal geometry which

explains the high apparent temperature. Finally, more electrons

are collected into the aperture, thus increasing the effective area of

the aperture.

A way of analyzing the present data quantitatively in terms of

electron temperature has not yet been worked out. In any case, the

high potential of the aperture with respect to space potential prohibits

the determination of an accurate electron temperature.

The tail in the energy distribution of the electrons found on

part of the orbit is interesting and believed to be real. It conceivably

could be produced in the immediate vicinity of the vehicle if it is not

a characteristic of the ionosphere. Production of the tail inside the

detector appears very unlikely. On the other hand, the orbit occurred

on a magnetically quiet day,and hyperthermal electrons can hardly be

visualized to exist in the particular parts of the ionosphere.

6.6 DISCUSSION

According to previous experience with retarding -potential

analyzers of planar design in satellite vehicles, such an instrument
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is well suited to measure positive ion densitiesprovided it is orien-

tated in the flight direction. It also is a good indication of the mass

of the major ions and their number density. When the detector is

orientated at an angle with the flight direction, the analysis becomes

complicated and the mass res9lution is reduced. In fact, no satis-

factory way of analysis has been found so far for this case. Sincein

the present program.data was collected only while the detectors were

looking sideways, an analysis of Mode II data in terms of ion densi-

ties has not been attempted at the present time.

Only limited experience is available for an analysis of Mode

III data of the planar retarding-potential analyzer. In an environment

of thermal electrons the direction of the detector should have little

ifluence on the measurements. For an ideal detector of plane ge-

ometry with the aperture grid at space potential (to eliminate any dis-

tortion of the geometry outside of the detector) the formula for the

electron density is

I

A -e kT

I is the saturation current
0

A is the area of the aperture

e is the charge of the electron

m is the mass of the electron
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6,7 CONCLUSIONS

In spite of the limited amount of data collected by the instru-

ment the experience gained from the flight is very valuable. Of pri-

mary importance is the information obtained on the performance of

the instrument itself. It is very helpful for improvements in the de-

sign of the retarding-potential analyzer. Some of the more elemen-

tary shortcomings can be easily corrected in future flights. Of more

fundamental nature is the achievement of a better or more defined

geometry of the potentials outside the detector. It is important,

however, that the advantage of the planar geometry for detecting and

measuring the anisotropic velocity distribution of hyperthermal elec-

trons is maintained. Such electrons appear to be present even in

the F-layer of the normal ionosphere and certainly are to be found

in the nuclear disturbed ionosphere.

Based on the latest experiences a modified version of the re-

tarding-potential analyzer has been constructed and will be flown in

a satellite vehicle in the near future. It is extended on an arm from

the vehicle and primarily works in Mode III. In addition to the

sweep of the retarding potential a sweep of the voltage on the aper-

ture grid is incorporated. There is every reason to believe that

such an arrangement will measure accurately vehicle potential and

electron temperature.
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If successfulthe next step in the development is a device

which automatically adjusts the voltage on the aperture grid to the

space potential.
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TABLE 6.1 SENSOR ELEMENT VOLTAGES AS FUNCTION OF MODE
MEASUREMENT NUMBER

Mode I Mode II Mode III
V o  19,5V Vo  -29. 8V V o  19. 5V

VA 10.0V VA -2.99V VA 10.OV

Measurement
Step No. VR VK VR VK VR VK

1 -26. 5V* -29, 9V -24. 9V -4.9V 14. 8V 12. 2V

2 -28.5 -29.9 -23.3 -3.3 11.2 12.2
3 -28.5 -29.9 -22.2 -2.2 7.9 12.2
4 -28.6 -29.9 -21.4 -1.4 4.7 12.2
5 -28.9 -29.9 -20.2 -0,2 4.07 12.2
6 -29.3 -29.9 -19.3 0.7 3.48 12.2
7 -29.9 -29.9 -18.5 1.5 2.94 12.2
8 -30.6 -29.9 -17.7 2.3 2.43 12.2
9 -31.5 -29.9 -17.0 3.0 1.94 12.2

10 -32.7 -29.9 -16.5 3.5 1.47 12.2
11 -26. 5* -29.9 -15.9 4.1 1.01 12.2

12 -33 7 -29.9 -15.5 4.5 0.58 12.2
13 -34. 3 -29.9 -15.1 4.9 0.16 12.2
14 -35.1 -29.9 -14.8 5.2 -0.26 12.2
15 -36. 1 -29.9 -14.5 5.5 -0. 66 12.2

16 -37. 2 -29.9 -14.4 5.6 -1.08 12.2
17 -38.4 -29.9 -13.3 6.7 -1.48 12.2
18 -39. 8 -29.9 -12.3 7.7 -1.88 12.2

19 -41.5 -29.9 -11.5 8.5 -2.30 12.2
20 -43.4 -29.9 -10.9 9.1 -2.71 12.2
21 -45. 6 -29.9 -10.2 9.8 -3.14 12.2

22 -26. 5* -29.9 6.7 26.7 -8.80 12.2
23 -55. 2 -29.9 22.8 42.7 -15.1 12.2

24 -62.4 -29.9 40.2 60.2 -43.4 12.2
25 -74.8 -29.9 57.3 77.3 -74.8 12.2

*Mode I Saturation Measurements.
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TABLE 6.2 TELEMETRY PIN ASSIGNMENTS FOR RETARDING-

POTENTIAL ANALYZER

Informational Segments Parameter

01 ZERO (Cal)

06 VR1

07 VR2

08 ETI

09 EOI

10 ET2

11 EO2

12 Sync

25 ED

26 MONI

27 MONZ

30 5.0 V (Cal)

35 VRI

36 VR2

37 ETI

38 EOI

39 ETZ

40 EO2

41 Sync

57 2. 5 V (Cal)

VR, voltage on retarding grid
ET, voltage that indicates range sensitivity
ED, voltage that indicates type of mode

EO, voltage indicating detector current
MON, monitor for input to voltage detector
1, indicates Detector 1

2, indicates Detector 2
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TABLE 6.3 QUICK-LOOK SEGMENTS FOR RETARDING-POTENTIAL ANALYZER

Informational Segments Parameter

06 VRI

07 VRZ

08 ETI

09 EO1

10 ETZ

11 EOZ

Time

TABLE 6.4 TAPE FORMAT FOR RETARDING-POTENTIAL ANALYZER

Time 1 Time 2

Informational Segments Informational Segments

01 01

06 06

07 07

etc. etc.

57 57
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Figure 6.2 Detector with the antiperturbation shield removed
showing the shroud and Vo grid. The cylindrical cover for the
electronics is also removed exposing the three electronic cords.
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CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The original objective of Project 6. 12 was to investigate the

spread of fission debris around the globe and its effects on ionization

and radio noise. Because of the difficulties and schedule slippages

encountered in attempting the nuclear detonation, this project was not

able to obtain data during the time of primary interest. A secondary

objective,however, the evaluation of the ambient ionospheric environ-

ment, was successfully carried out by all experiments on board. Al-

though all experiments did not function perfectly on all vehicles, useful

and valuable information was nevertheless obtained from each of the

instrumented satellites.

Had a nuclear detonation occurred during the active life time of

these payloads, the primary objective would have been obtained. The

analysis of the data obtained has enabled the experimenters to evaluate

the performance of their particular sensor.

This analysis will be extremely valuable in the design of gatellite

payloads flown in conjuction with future nuclear test programs. Numer-

ous problems were encountered in attempting to schedule these piggy-

back research modules to be in orbit during a nuclear detonation on sat-

ellite vehicles which had another prime mission. The two major pro-

blems were the inability of the experimenter to control both the satellite
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launch dates and orbits. If in future tests scheduled events are more

closely met, piggyback flights of this nature can accomplish their pri-

mary objective. However, a more desirable method to accomplish

these satellite missions would be to have the satellite under the direct

control of the Defense Atomic Support Agency (DASA). In this mamer the launch

dates and orbits could be selected to satisfy the requirements of the DASA mission.
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AppcV~ldix A

LNGMNERING CHANGE PROPOSAL TO INCOUPORATE "N"t
PAYLOADS RNTO DISCOVERER SYSTEM

18 Jan isry 1962

In reply refer tot
LKSC/AO03162
D/62-62

S~ibeot~ COntract AF 04(647)-673
ECP-LI-673- 25
Diveoverer GR1D ON* Lv-ector k'aylotid

Tot A1'SSD (SS7DK)
Attnt Fir. E. Prniley
Air Force Unit Post Office
Los An~"elea 45, California

Thrut Air Fo-Ace Plant, Rerosr~ativ,:
Loekbe-,d 14vailoo -.e Spaice Ccrpny
Sunnyrale, Cmlifornia

tEncoaouret (a) Sevcn (7) copies of FCP-L;-673-
Discoverer ORD IN" Detector Payload

1. Encloonre (a) is trans,-ittad herawith 2tor reiriew,9 r'o,,-wzneation
and neceesairy foll.ow-up action.

Z, The Contractor raquiircs a conplete) goa ~bed br 24 awuory 1962
in order to aczom~odate rljrcial payload&5fii th0e GOpIx~rsico Ifmicarch
D-reorato and thio ansocjtsd rupport gor th. three (3) r-y's rtquented.
ioc. FTV 1127 thru FTV 1129. Should ad-Itlonal infbrmation or c~nrification
be rojuired, t~e Contractor will'bo pm!aed to provide an oral prosentation,

1WCWFE1 HXSSIM-3 & SPACE COPANY

(foaco ~~cw Contracts

cc: AFSSD (SS47D)
Attn~: Col. Pattle N1 LISPArcl~p

AFSSD (~SSD) f JAM . 8 196 2
Att~it Cap)t. A. W. Johnmen ~4

Air Force Pltnt Popreaentative
Sum.nq rale, California fw%
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I I .. ' 0 qA:1 , 11V W ; T 1 M

V/S- 1171

FNG'NEERIMG CHANGE PROPOSAL

IVCP HUM IER, DAII
-  

CO N PAC, NMBT /ICLE IN PRODUCTION

e-r ' '1-.2A A' 0(AJtA)-673 n- ye , NO _

P IrTLE oF c:. orA P FRIORITY

Mniscct.ez -r ORD rt"II Pt-it or Pnylnad A
4 HATURE OFCHANt IICN- (Un fLtqC IPTION. OR Y EXHIBIT) Reference (A Emp-'-6, h2 dated 10-18-61 and

approved by ,Urymant R4
The Contractor recrmends that the Discoverer Statement of Work, AF Exhibit 60-6 be
supplencntcd to conduct orbital ORD "'" Detector Tosts for a maxim-m orbital active
period of twenty four (24) days on three (3) of thirteen (13) Flight Test Vehicles
included by Axndment o. 24. The three (3) recomended Flight Test Vehicles are
FTV 1127, TV 1128 and FTV 1129. Tht± research proream will he conducted in accordance
with the neir work statement paragraphs below and in accordance with ECP-IAI-673-2

dated 10-18-61 and avproved by Amendmnnt j2h. The significant change is to provide
extended orbital research tests after Discoverer primary objectives have been

accomplished. Tha program requires a go-ahead prior to 24 Jan. 1962 to assure
sufficient time to procure the necessary hardware, design and fabricate the rcsearch
module, fit and checkout comensurate with FTV 1127 and to install the -round statiorw
in support of the three (3) flights. (continued on Page 2)

R 'ZISON FOR CHAIGE (INCLUDZS EXPLANATION OF iTELIS CHECK!uo mELOW, OR By ExHisiReference (A) ECP-L1-673-2

dated 10-18-61 and approved by Amend.#24
The Contractor recommends that relerence (A) ECP be supplemented to provide the

!system capabilities for a twenty four (2h) day active orbit research module life to

Isupport the Geophysics -Research Directorate "W" Dectector Research Payload on three (3)
Discoverer FTV'se. The additional ground station conemal and control equipments are

,included herein and will also be utilized to suoport the Solar Collector 1xperiment
land the Subsatellite Research efforts proposed on latter FTV's.

ESTIMATED COST OF PO AtOO., PURPOSES OF FUND ALLOCATION)

I T UM AFFEC E BY CIHANGI (CHUKC APPROPIA IIO)

C 5hu:Tr [] PEPFORMANCF 1B SUBSYSTEMS

D SEP VICE LIFE 5 TOOLS AND E9UIPMNiW[ A

0 G m SPAE0RE 3

5IN1-ERCHANGEASILMr TEST c El H
5 IED AssLI5 AND FACILITIES GI P Di k

WEIGHT AND SALAW E ORt CONTRACT WEIGHT 5I oTmtt 6 2-62~

7 STATIEFF:ACTIVIrT CHANGE POINlT

Th~ ( Li~~el -FWV 1lLhU~ 120
OCESco~rI~TOE ECOI'ED THlAT CHANGE It MADE RE1IOAC-.lIE ON ARTICLE';

Ill D-EIVIED TO ROURING ~IC10 AQrE NCY? Qs
E~6~IyAMAGEA MI[,LITARY CNAC V

VOlTA IJ.SC O170I
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4. NNture of Change (con't)

The prorrn objective is to make availabln an extended life (twenty four days)
on the Discovcerer Agena vehicle for special payloads that the Geophysics Research
Directorate will supplyo

The following airborne equipments shall be furnished for each of three vehicles.

ITY-1 NO. EQUIPMENT QT
I iiiF oeciver and Decoder --

*2 Tape Recorder/Reproducer
26:1 ratio 1

3 FI4,I TAI~ Link IV 1
*4 Comtator (0.I x 60) 1
*5 Tim Reference Generator 1

6 Antenna 1
*7 Power Programmer and Control

Box 1
8 Battery Type VI 2

The following ground station equipments will be required in each of three (3)
stations.

ITEM 110. BQUIPIMT QTrr - W Trasmitter"--
2 Audio Coder 1
3 Antenna 1

The payload sensors recommended (furnished GFE) fo two (2) flights consist of the
followingi REQUIRED WEIGHT POWER
ITEM 11O * JJ NS RTtUENTS Tl OIT L IS) TTS)
1 icdanae Probe 6 217--
2 Retr-rding Potential Analyzor 8 5 2.5
3 G.R.F. (Galactic Radio Frequency) 4 5 4.0
4 Ion Trap 12 6 6.o
5 Beta-Gamma Detector 20 13 3.0

The raso xch payload for one (1) flight x-ill consat of equipments to be determfmd
at a later date and supplied as GFE itevs.

* These items have been approved and are wi thin scope of Amendrent #24 to the -673
Contract.
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P 3

R300111I1DED ilODVICATION TO '.XYR STATEiENT

Add Paragraph 2.11.1.1 ( )

Anavsls and Desi gn The Contractor will parforn all the necessary design to
MEn;ra-t - GRD Detector Payload (furnished CFE) into each of three (3)
Discoverer Agena B aft equipment racks, and the Jnstallation of the new ground
support equipments to support these flights. This design and analysis effort will
include the following:

1. On the Vehiclet
a. Antenna design and installation

b. Co=mi'nd Rociver and Decoder System
c. FX/' Telemeter System
d. Powar and Prograimcr System

2. Ground Station:

a. Antenna requirements
b. Tranmitter and Coder requirements

3. Operatinal Plonning for the conduct of extended orbital life (approximately
2 days activity)

Acid Paragr:ph 2.11.1.2 ( )

Test2 Tho Contractor will direct, coordinate and conduct development and inspection
TesTng of research instrumentation - GRD "N" Met!ctor Ecperiment (furnished GFE),
Artenna Systen, Comand Receiver and Decoder Systsm, Telemetry System and
arsociated hardware.

Add Paragraph 2.11.2.1 ( )

Fr trceion #nd Ascrb]i: The Contractor will pravide the material, procure.rent
tra;ion and asembly of sufficient sets of thj follocring to support three (3)

Flight Test Vehicles.

L. Reseprch Paylcpd - GRD "N" Detector E~ptrlment Fod. Kit

1. Cmzirand Receiver and Decoder
2. FY/FM Telemeter Link #4 Sstcni
3. Ari m=
4. Power Supply for 24 days active lire

In addition, the Contractor will provide th,! rr....ial, procurement, fabrication,
cs.33r'Oly and installation of thrce (3) j-rcuid tracking transmitter systems compatible
with the .airborne equipments inxcluded hcrein.
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General

C-:- tendCd l-re ysytem will consist basically of a tape recorler/telemeter
eye em controlled by a co.nmand system. A system block diagram is shown in
Figure 1. This sa7tem will be passive until after ejection of the recovery capsulO
at which tine the coanixt/ receiver is activated. Normal operation of the extended
life "ystem is thon in3tituted uTon receivigr, a sirgle nomentary ground command
signal. The oquipnents aboard the vehicle are programmed to minimize useags of
batVery- power, thareby extending system life to twenty four (24) days.

*ypica1 Orbit Operation

As the vehicle is approaohing a trackinr station. a ground command transmitter will
be usel to transmit a single comrand° The conmand receiver in the vehicle energizes
the telemeter transmitter in an unmodulatnd node. Te (U signal will persist for
app-roxinately tvo minutes in order to accomplish the dual function of serving as
an acquisition beacon and waitirg mitil well within good transmission range before
data is transmitted. Upon acquiring of tha C14 signal, the ground command system
may be turned off. After the tvo minute delay, reedout of tape recorded data
will b iyitiated. After readout is accomplished, the telemeter system will
shut down and te tape recorder will return to a readin made until the system is
again comnanded on.

Tracki E Statioa

Figure 2 aho-rm the reqxirements of a ground trackir. station and inestallation of
three (3) such eorand transmitter system will be provided cpecifically at VAFB,
Hawaii ani Nc Boston.

Schedule

The schedie of GR1D "N" Detector Fayload for FTV 1127 is shown in Figure 3.
Using the achedhle of FTV 1127 as a base, FTV 1128 follows by (8) calendar days
and 1129 follows by (9) calendar days.
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TITLE

TI.LE - TEST PROCEDURE

ORD MIR MY)(LE 116 TVST S41 4126
LOCKHEIC MISSILt X & SPACE COMPANY

SHEET 2 OF17SHEETS

1.0 0OPE - This Procedure details the checkout of ORD Module 116.

2.0 APPLICAILE DOC7.IETS -

Drawing 1414126 - Specification GRD Nodule 116
Drawing 1342931 - Wiring Diagram, Module 116
Drawing 1342572 - instrumentation Schedule, Link II Vehicle 1127

3.0 REQUIREZ"2TS

3.1 741lipment

1RP Master Control
"I" Detector lest Cables - SP2103, SP2106, SP2107, SP'208
"N." Detector Magnetometer Simulator - SP2104
Conasnd Receiver and Decoder Simulator - SP2148
C.E.C. Recorder or Equivalent

3.2 Power

Equipment - 11OV AC 60 CPS
Test Specimen - +28V DC

. Evironrental

This procedure 'my be used under standard test area conditions.

3.4 Special Cersonnel - NOWE

3.5 Safety

Nornal safety precautions shall be observed to prevent damage to test
specimen and equipment or hasard to personnel.

3.6 Controlled Functional- quipment -

Durinr this test a record of the running time or the number of cycles of
each Limited Life Item shall be maintained as per conditions and instruc-
tions listed in drawin-s and/or Controlled Functional Equipment List.
The Serial Numbers of the Limited Life Items shall be entered and "3TART"
and "STOP" Times for each entered iten shall be indicated as explained
on the ')peratior Record. When t e limitation factor is specified as max-
i-rm cycles, ar4 "X" shall te placed in the appropriate column for each
cycle.

"A" Rev. 4/24/62
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TITLE

TITLE TEST PROCEDURE
S414126

ORD LD'0R W9YXILE 116 'TE3T LOCKNIFD PACF COMPANY

S"EET 3 OFITSHEETS

Check
List

3.0 R VTRWEATS (continued)

3.6 (continued)

At the conclusion of the tests, the run times and/or cycles shall be
totaled for each item listed and entered in the appropriate Operation
Record.

3.7 Calibration

Check the calibration stickers of the test equipment to verify that
the calibration is current.

3.5 Special

3.'.I Patch Panel Progran - Make the following patches on the ERP
v atar Control -archi F-snel :

Jl ?ATt= Z3

FATCA TO PATCH
X236 TC-I SI J-A Z-1 - J-17 Jack 51
1237 TMC-2 S13 JI-B Z-2 J-15 Jack 52
X196 CLCK 7=Tr Jl-C Z-3 J-29 Jack 63
X262 RPA-3 JI-D Z-J H-33 Jack 33
X263 P.FA-9 Jl-E Z-5 H-34 Jack 34
X264 RFA-10 .1-F Z-6 H-3 Jac. 35

BYM MON. Jl-3 Z-7 J-33 Jack 67
X2h8 RFp Tr- (4) JI-H Z-5 H-16 Jack 16
J15l1 + F3 " J!-j --9 L-13 Jick 315
J15Jl +28 3QUiIF JI-K Z-O L-14 Jack 116
J153l FF.T "Zli r Jl-i Z-11 L-l3 Jack 122
.15n1 R!T S2712 JI-Y .1-12 L-21 Jack 123
J15J2 +28 SQrI E J1-! 2-13 L-I5 Jack 117
J1SJ2 +28 31IZ J!-P Z-1l 4  --16 Jack 118
JlJ2 PIT 3& 7i? JI-R Z-15 L-22 Jack 124
J15Y2 3 "1 m -71-S :-1V L-23 Jack 125
Jl4Jl + '3 3q "IP J1-T 7-17 L-17 Jack 119
Jl26Jl +26 "IP Jl-" Z-1? L-25 Jack 127
Jl(J1 R_-T 3tUI J!-7 2-19 L-24 Jack I?
Jl6J1 R-T S3QI Ji-W 7-20 1-32 Jack 134
Jl1J2 +28 SiI Jl- ;-21 L-26 Jack 128
J16J2 *28 s: r Ji-y Z-?? T-27 Jack 129

"A" Rev. /2J./&
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TITLE TEST PROCEDURE

LC'CKHfID MSL. L & SPAC[F COMPANY

SHEET4 OF17 SHEETS

3.' D2ErT3 (continued)

3.6 Special (continued)

3.8.1 (continued)

3l Fln'FS (continued)

PATCH TO PATCH

116T2 T SQUip Ji-Z 2-23 L-33 Jack 135
316J2 !.rT 3Qj!iB J] -- 7. L-34 Jack 136
J'T5 +28 3SQTIP Jl-b !-2C T-28 Jack 130
J6J5 £RT S 3.IB Jl-c 2-26 '-I- Jack 137
J6J7 -5 SC'IP JI-1 7-27 L-?9 Jack 131

11617 R' SQL-IP Jl- '-q M-2 Jack 138
J5 328 S-1: 71 JI-f 7--Q L-30 Jack 132

J ;5 RTT SCUIB Ji-g Z-30 ?-3 Jack 139
J J7 +28 .WUIB JI-. 7-31 L-31 Jack 133
JSJ7 RST Sr3IJTI P 3-J '-" _ Jack 140

J2 ? A Y'&LS

r -' TO F1'CH

+28V RE *r2-- X-23 -? c R!
+2' J J2-r W-26 A-I 23V 3,-:. .W-I
%rtt3 11 J2-A V-i E-20 SW-20 (MOM GND)

PV3T!S3 12 12-B X-1 E-21 S-21 (MOM GND)
2L J2-C v.- F-?14 ; W-24 (N2*4 GND)

DC SqI5L' J2- ' 5-2 DC PET
T/' ISABL J2-E X-3 A-5 SW-3 (ALT +28)
OR.BIT YOJA J?-F F -4 A-3 SW-18 (ALT +28V)T,' I-I J2-0 ',, C-2 0C q-Li
-28 FM T ?,lI0R J,-; X- 2:-i Jack No. !
_>OOV Ml 32.J W-6 H-2 Jack No. 2

: .. 3V M2:; J2-wv V-7 '-3 Jack No. 3
CHAR. 8 'TFPUT "RI11 ." J-L -7 'f-5 Shielded Jack No. L
C A. 8 T j2-T W'-8 'A'-20 Iielded Jack No. 16
C A!. 9 T'"?7r2 'hLIND A" J2-N V-9 M-6 Shielded Jack No. 2

"A:: 'n' T/R :'TFUT J2-P X-2 v-7 Shielded Jack No. 3
C-:A. "C" TR *Yy,-UT j2-2. -I-3 "- Shielded Jack No. h
TIPM C4Y. T/R to R/N J"-S 1. E-22 3V-2? (O'OA: GND)

(2imc- , T/- to R 'O'7T J2-- 1- l 5-23 Si4-23 ,', GNID)
SkIIIED +21V to T/' J2-1T 1- .-4 Jack No. 4

.am:Eri +2'V7 to T/,, J2-; 7-1 P-6 Jack !.o. 6
r--7k;. '+2 V 0rp) J2-W "-13 2-10 Jack !o. 10CNT. .2't: T J2-X -- 9 Jac, -. 3

"YT. +2-V to f J2-Y -1 -9 Jac No. )
-f GND J2-1 1 -5 Jack JI. v

' %') J2-a w-16 -7 Jack No. 7

"A" Re':. 4/2h, 62
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TITLE

T*TL, 1TEST PROCEDURE

LOCKHED MSS~L~ & SAC! COAN

SHEET5 OF 17SHEETS

3.0 iR.QlRMEsr3 (continued)

3.8.1 (continued)

J2 PATC'IFZ (continued)

• SQUIP PIM SlllzILLD J2-d W4-18 A-12 WO RET
ADArT. . C7:'1. J2-a V-19 A-17 +28V (SW-12)
RET. ,;'ITF P',R a2-f X-19 P-6 D R
SQUIB '.?~ (+29V) J2-g W-20 B-1i -28V (SW-5)
R T, SQCPIB FPR J2-h V-21 A-6 DC RET

r3U1'3 Nl'+28V J2-j '!-2" A-I +28V (SW-5)
LOCKOIT SWIMCI J2-k 1-23 W-24 LOCK0J T %WITC! (J2-n)
SQ':i r,, SHIFLD J2-p V-25 0-6 DC RET

j3 FANCHiES

PATCH NO PACH

J3-y S-23 i{-14 Jack 14 X238 GRV: ( .4l)
J3--- Q-27 :-15 Jack 15 X240 GR2 (IL.0)
J3-7E 0-26 :i-17 Jack 17 X230 Gfr (6.9)
J3-9 3-15 H-18 Jack 18 X2 7 GRF (6.9)J34, -7 P-19 J'ck 19 UI09 1.1 V O
J3-P j-7 11-20 Jack 20 XllO I-T PPtCBL
J3-E %-3 if-21 Jack 21 Xli2 IMP PR M
Ji-3 T- '1-22 Jack -2 M1.2 I'P PT O
J3-2 -9 1-23 Jack 23 l13 Ip O ,
J3-T! S-9 :1-24 Jack 24 xI l Ds Non
J3-V R-10 ;!-25 Jack 25 xM45 Di'P n.OFE
J~-E Z-3 ;-26 Jack 26 X251 R.P.A.
J3-- S-3 !:-21 Jack 27 X252 R.P.A.
J3-3 R-4 :1-28 Jack 2e X253 R.P.A.
J3-, 1-4 K-29 Jack 29 X254 R..Ao
J3-J Q- 1-30 Jack 30 X255 R.F.A.
JJ-" 3-15 r-31 Jack 31 .25V R.P.A.
J3-L R-6 !1-32 Jack 32 x261 R. .A.
J3-c ?-l J-2 Jack 36 X221 BetaO&-w a

Detector
J3-i ;-L6 J-3 Jack 37 f222 B-G D
.3-s r-29 J-4 Jack 36 X223 B-G D
J3-j 4'-17 J-5 Jack 39 X224 NG D
J3-t 3-21 J-6 Jack 40 1225 B-G r,
J3-k 2-17 J-7 Ja-ck TO Y?6 QIC- D
J3-u J-21 J-3 Jack ;2 X327 -G
,3-m R-l% J-Q Jack L3 X228 %-G D

"A" Rev. 4/ /6L
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TItLE TEST PROCEDURE

0RD ltOR Xn?.L 116 rTST 34WIa26
LOCKHEE[D MiSILKr & SPACE COMPANY

SEET6 OF 11HEETS

3.0 RlQUIflEMES (continued)

3.8 Special (oontinund)

3.8.1 (continued)

J PATCES (continued)

PA A I TO PATCH

J3-n T-18 J-10 Jack 44 X22 Bv D
J3-P Q-19 J-11 Jack 45 X230 B-G D
J3-q S-19 J-12 Jack 46 X231 B-4 D
J3-v R-22 J-13 Jack 47 X232 B-0 D
J3-w T-22 J-l4 Jack 48 X233 B-4 D
J3-r R-20 J-15 Jack 49 X234 B-0 D
J3-x Q-23 J-16 Jack 50 X235 B-0 D
J3-A Q-1 J-19 Jack 53 X241 ION TRAP
J3- 5-1 J-20 Jack 54 X242 ION MeA
J3-C R-2 J-21 Jack 55 X243 ION TRAPJ3-a T-12 J-22 Jack 56 ,2)44 ION TRAP
J3-D T-2 J-23 Jack 57 X245 ION TRAP
J3-M T-6 J-2 4  Jack 58 x246 ION TRA
J3-W T-10 J-25 Jack 59 X192 CLOCK
J3-X Q-If J-26 Jack 60 n193 CLOCK
J3-Y 3i-U J-27 Jack 61 Xl94 CLOCK
J3-Z R-12 J-25 Jack 62 X195 CLOCKJ3-z 11-24 J-30 Jack 64 XO,81 MANETQT
JJ3- T-24 J-31 Jack 65 X082 MA0NETOKETU
J3-BP Q-25 J-32 Jack 66 X083 MAGNEWE3M
J3-CC ;-25 J-34 Jack 68 +28V MON
J3-c 3-13 K-I Jack 69 SYL
J3-LD R-26 K-2 Jack 70 CAL +
73-b C-13 K-3 Jack 71 CAL 1/2
J3-d R-14 K-4 Jack 72 CAL Z

JA PATCHES3

E TO PATC:!
JA-A 1,48 K-7 Jzck 75 LfI, 2 200V MON
J1-B Q-29 K-1I jack 79 LI jK 2 OFF MON
J4-C 5-29 K-9 Jack 76 VD1. B&T.INPUT MDN
JA-D r-30 K-5 Jack 73 +28 REG MON (LINK 2'
J4-9 T-30 K-9 Jack 77 2 MIN TIMM COM. MNj
J4-F Q-31 K-10 Jack 78 10 MU]I TIMM COM.MOl
J-i 3-31 K-13 Jnck 81 SIG RET'
J-4 lt-32 K-6 Jack 74 t.3V MOW (LIBK 2)
J4-J T-32 K-12 Jack 80 DOOR O7F MON.

'A" fiv. 4/.-4/62J
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T TLE Amffj TEST PROCEDURE

GIRD wm MOOuE u6 zsr S i14126
.OCI(Hl~E' MiF ~* .-PACF COMPANY

SHEET7 OF 1 7 SHEETS

3.0 RRQIUtN IN2T' (continued)

3.8 Special (continued)

3.8.2 Test Jack Identification - T1 following is an identification
of the !iP Mater Control Test Jacks for this tmst only-

Jack No. Idrntification

1 +28V RE 11OtITOO (LINK 2)
2 2OOV MONITOR (LINK 2)
3 6.3V MONITOR (LINK 2)
4 +28V (SnCHIMn) -TO LINK 2
5 +28V RJTTIK To LINK 2
6 +28V (s%3Y61,D) ro LINK 2
7 28V RETUN TO LINK 2
8 +28V BATT. T, LINK 2
9 +23V BART. TO LINK 2

10 TL27R 3iA,%'T 10 LILK 2
11 NOT USED
12 N:I USED
13 NtO USED
14 X238 (4.01 YC ORF SIG NO. 1)

SX24o (4.01 Y3 GRF 31, NO. 2)
16 X248 (4.01 ?! GR7 SI3 NO. 3)
17 X239 (6.9 n 0RF sir c1r)
18 X?47 (6.9 M OR, CAL MON)
19 X10 (DIP. PROBE 3IC N"O. 1)
20 X.10 (IMF PROBE 31G NO. 2)
21 nl (ID? PROrE 3IG NO. 3)
22 X112 (m', PR3DE 313 :.O. 4)
23 X113 (IF2 FROEE SIG NO. 5)

24 n14ll (1,-- PHCP 310sSI N. f,)
2' X145 (IMP PT.O3F TTW?)
2E X251 (RPA 1, yE)
27 X252 (RPA 2, VE 2)
V, X253 (P2A 3, Er 1)
29 X254 (EPA 4, Eo 1)
30 X255 (RPA 5, TT 2)
3: X256 (RPA 6 EO 2)
32 X261 (RPA 37f;C)
33 X262 (REA ED)

31 X263 (RPA XONITOR 1)
35 X264 (FLk. 'TW I"1) 2)
36 X221 (B-3 DFT OITTP T r . 1)
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TITLE TEST PROCEDURE

OR 'XK e lIt .ie' TE6 S4l1126
G LOCKHKEC M,-ILf% A SPACF COMPANY

SHEET 8 OF 17SHEETS

3,0 pcIalMM (conined)

3.8 S (continued)

3.8.2 (continued)

Jack No. Identification

37 X222 (B-0 DET OUTPUT NO. 2)
39 X223 (F-0 DWT OUTPUT NO. 3)
39 X224 ( -0 ODT OTPUT NO. 4)
40 X225 (B-G DET OUTPUT NO. 5)
41 X226 (B-0 DTT OUTPUT NO. 6)
42 X227 (B-G DET OUTPUT NO. 7)
43 X228 (1-G DET OUTPUT NO. 8)
44 X229 (S3-G DFT 7'7PUT NO. 9)45 X230 (3-G D'T OUTPUT NO. 10)
146 X231 (5-0 DTT OUTPUT NO. 11)
47 X232 (1.-G DU OUTPUT NO. 12)
48 X233 (r-G DT OUTPUT NO. 13)
49 X234 (B-G DET OUTPUT NO. 14)
50 X2:35 (M4 DET ouTpUrr NO. 15)
51 X236 (M- 1I0 N No. 1)
52 X237 (TE SIG ' N . 2)
53 X2 a (I ;; TR A.[- 1)

1242 (IZ',h TRAP AIIP 2)55 X213 (IC: TRAP RtA3 1)
6 X2-14 (ION hAF BIAS 2)

57 x2h5 (IoN TRAP SWEEP mON)
55 X246 (n: TRAP O.P. mON)
59 fl92 (CLZK 310 NO. 1)
60 193 (GLY-K 310 NO. 2)
61 nl94 (CLOCK ZIG NO. 3)
62 xl'5 (CL!K 31! NO. 4)
63 X196 (CLOZK TFWP)
64 o81 (M AoM; .ETM s, p,.o. 1)
65 Xo02 (NAa'TXEMTR SIG NO. 2)
66 X083 (KDNE'E:TE SIG NO. 3)
67 MOV MO,ITOR
63 +28V MO (DOM)
69 SYTNC
70 CAL +
71 CAL 1/2
72 CAL z
73 LI:- 2 2'; REG YN. '0 LINK I

A" ,el. Ni;4/e
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I

flTLETEST PROCEDURE
GRD DOOR VIDL 116 TFjT S"26

ORD~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~c DKIK ~)XI 1 ~? 1c 0 MiS%5IkI% A SPACE COMPANY i)12]

SHEET 9 Of I-pHEETS

.3.0 RE1J YINTS (continued) CheckList
3.8 Special (oontinued)

3.8.2 (continued)

Jack No. Ideutification

74 LINK 2 6.3V miw ro LINK 1
75 LINK 2 200V MON TO LINK 1
76 VEH BA'I INPu r MON TO LINK 1
77 2 kIN TIMER C71M TO LINK 1
78 10 MIN TIMER 00W M LINK 1
79 LIN 2 OFF ?'N 'O LINK I
80 DOOR OFF 40N TO LINK 1
81 10 RVET

Shielded Jack No. Identification

1 031HANNEL 8 OUTPUT?
2 CYAN.EL 9 OUTPUT
3 C'AN',.r 'E' O'7TPUT
4C:=! EL 'C' OUTPUT

16 RJRN

3.8.3 Squib Moitor Set-Up - Insert Fuse Holders idth 1/10 to 115 AMP
fuses between tie followirC Test Jacks on ihe DRP Master Controli

Between Jack U5 and Jack 122
Between Jack 116 and Jack 123
Between Jack 117 and Jack 124
Between Jack 118 and Jack 125
Between Jack 119 and Jack 126
Between Jack 127 and Jack 134

BetFwe Jack 128 and Jack 135
Fletmeen Jack 129 and Jack 136
Between Jack 130 and Jack 137
Between Jack 133 and Jack 138

etwemn Jack 132 and Jack 139
Between Jack 133 and Jack 140

"A" L.,. 4/744;
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T~TU TEST PROCEDURE

0 RD r". 40DUUL 116 TEST S4141j2 6

L"CK KIIO MISS-LES S 5PACE COMPANY

SHEET 10 OF 17SHEETS

Check

3.0 REqIREMM TS (continued) List

3. (ceontinued)

3.8.4 Test Set-Up

3.8.4.1 Connect the 'N' Detector Test Set-Up as shown
in Figure 1.

NOTS: For this teat, +28V DC is used on the fol-
lowing MP Master Control Powr inputs,

+28V REG, +211V 'TNM, -28T, 2KC.

3.8.4.2 Label the following ERP Master Control Switches
as shownl

SW3 - T/M DISAN.E
Sw5 - SQUIB P0Wd
Wd12 - ADAYFT. jEP.
SW18 - CRUET MODE
SW20 - BUSH 31
SW.21 - PR USI 12

rW2- fOR ION AND T/R REJU)-LN
S3123 - DOOR ON AnD T/R RAD-OUZ
SW24 - BR72SH 5

3.8.4.2 Adjust the output of the +28V supply so that +28
± 0.3V DC is measured at the IRP Master Control

FoYer Input.

3.9 Test Data Reoording -

All required data taken as a result of this test shall be recorded
on the Appendix.

Verify that contractor Quality Assuranoe personnel are present and
are adequately equipped to monitor all performance data generated
during the accoclisivent of this test procedure.

"A' ReV. 4,2J6,;
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TITLE TEST PROCEDURE

mvXR V.Dri 116 TTSih6
LOCKNEND MA %S'Lt' S PACV COMPANY

SHEET12OF17 SHEETS

b.o Tr$T lIst

4.1 Squib Firing Circlt Test

4.1.1 Position the following I P Master Control Console Switches
to "',,

51-1 MR POn)S-W-5 (SQUYIT- POWEVR)

4.1.2 Position SW-1q (QYBI., M.x2E) to 'OW", and verify thaf. all

Squib Monitor fuses are blovn. (Ref. Par&. 3.8.3)

4.1.3 Position Switches 3,-5 a.d SW-18 to "OFF".

4.2 A-apter Separation Test

4.2.1 Position the following switches to "'OU:

s-1 (+28V
N-12 (Aapt. Sep.)

4.2.2 Verify t6:at *287 is not present at the following Module
Harness Pin

J12Pl - Pin A

4.2.3 Position 3.4-12 to "CF".

4.2.4 Verify V.at +23V is present at the following Module Harness
Pin :

Jl2P1 - Pin A
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T|TLETEST PROCEDURE

O Dan W 'X. . 1. 7:_1' S41 126

s1EIT 13 OF mmTSEvsT

Check
List

4.o r.T (continued)

1.3 Instruwnntation Check

4.3.1 Pvition the followine switches to "ON"t

SW-I (.28V Power)
SW-15 (Orbit Mode)

4.3.2 Momientarily ,ipreas S-24 (Brush o, oor O.)

4.3.3 Connect a DC .Ater between EEP Master Control Poer
Monitor Jacks +28V Reg OC-1" anJ "C-2m.

4.3.4 Position SW-2 (+2,V 3% Current Monitor) to "ON", and
record in Appendix I the current indicated by the W3
AIter connected in paragraph 4.3.3.

4.3.5 ?omentarily depress 5+-20 (Brush 11, '. OFF) and record
in Appendix I the current indicatel b,' the DO Amter
connected in paragraph 4.3.3.

4.3. 6  Nomentarily deprese 3 -21 (Brush 12, ALL OF.F) =d,
record in Appendix I the current indicated by the WC Areter
connected in paragraph 4.3.3

4.3.7 .'omemtarily depress SW'-24 (Pm "ir' S . rkoor N) and SW-22(Door ON nd
TN READ-IN), and d!_=znnect tape re2orxder plug -flO?2.

4.3.8 Measure and record in Appendix I the voltages present at
tVe followir test jacks: (Ref. paragraph 3.8.2 for test
'ack identification)

Test Jack Required Voltage

14 oto5vI
15 0 to 5v Do
16 0 to 5V DC
17 O to 5V D
18 O to 5V DC
19 O to 5V DG
20 0 to 5V D

'A" Rev. ,/2,1/;
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I

TOCKL! TEST PROCEDURE{ RI rvx monq"Is 11" mnS ISK4DM' I~&~Af~4114126

L . , 11 1 .. . . . , 'I.. L 114.v

SHET 24OF ITSHEETS

4.3 Instrumantation C.e,]c (continued)

4.3.,31 (contlnue i)

Teat Jaek Required VoltLAe

21 0 toV DC
22 0 to v Dc
23 0 to 5V D
24 0Oto 5V DC
25 o to 5v Dc
26 -2.1 to +5.'J LC
27 0 to 5V DC
28 0 to 5V DC29 o to 5v Dc

30 to 5V D
31 o to 5V DC
32 0 to 5V DC
33 0 to 5V D
3 0 toSvw
35 o 5 V C
36 to 5V D
37 o to 5V DO
38 0 to' DC
39 0 to 5V DC
40 0 to 5D
41 0 to 5v Dc
42 0 to% 5LC
43 o to 5v
44 0 to 5V DC
45 oto 5V D
46 Oto5V D
47 0 to 5V Dc
8 0 to 5" V c

49 0 t~o 5vD50 0 to 5v DC
;lo to 5v ni
52 0 to 5v
53 o to 5v c
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I

TEST PROCEDURE

SHEET 15oF 17SMEETS

4.3 ln.trtontaton Che k (continued)

(continu.pA)

Test Jack Required Voltage

0 to 5V D
5 0 to 5V DC

0 t- 5V D
07 to 5v TC

59 0 to 5v E
60 0 to V DC
61 0 to 5V DC
62 0 to 5VtE
63 0 t3 5V D
64 3.7 ± 0.3V D
65 2.5 ± 0.3" DC
66 1.2 - 0.3V DO68 4.? T o. 4 l
69 5.2 t O.D5w, C
77 5.0 0.03V X
71 2.5 - 0.03V X
72 0 Y C3' T,
76 4.0 o.v Lc
79 4.0 t 0.47 DC
3o .o 0.4v DC

4.3.9 "'eas'.-ziran record in Appendix I the voltazes present at T-est
Jack 67 for tne following 3e-sor Boo- coritims:

Condition Required Voltage

Boo-s !;-s. 1 an! 2 X.%N 3,7 tc -4V DO
3
oc- No. 1 'P, Boo- No. 2 Dol,.' 3.1 ± 0.2V D

Boc- ';:. 2 ':'0, Boo' N7. 1 DrX 1.9 t 0.2V DC
os !:a. 1 and 2 L? 0.6 ± o.2v O

4.3.10 -:--:-:- t..je r pluJ azl - entzri-L depress SW-2;
r a a T/R R.ed-Ot). Measure anc: fezora in Alpenli': I tue

S::tS- at Tet Ja-. "T,.. i'nis -.oltt
L

-g small be 4.C ± 0.4V DC.
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IITLE TEST PROCEDURE

SHEE16 OF 17SHEETS

Check

Iuxt
TK.o (Contllued)

.3 Instrumentation Check (continued)

4.3.11 entarily depress SW-22 (Door ON and T/B READ-TN).
easure and record in Appendix I the voltage at Text

Jack 75. This voltage shall be 4.0 ± 0.4V Dc.

4.3.12 Poition zW-3 to *ON", and momentarily depress SW-21.

4.3.13 Yerify that +28V W is present at the followrin test jacks:

Test Jack Return

A 7
9 7

10 7

4.3.it Verify that continuity exists between the followine test
jacks?

Between Test Jack 1 and Test Jack 73
Between Test Jack 2 and Test Jack 75
Between Test Jack 3 and Test Jack 74

'.3.15 Momentarily depress SW-20, and position SW-3 to "OFF".

'.4 Comn.Ltator and Tape Recorder Test

4.4.i Disconnect module farness Connectors J24F1, J2?2P, and
J24P3 from the Test Cable and connect them to their
mating receptacles on the comwitator.

4.4.2 Der;ess SW-2 (WUS-H 5) and SW-22 (Door ON and T/R READ-
17) nd verify that the commutator and tape recorder are
operating.

..3 After 30 - 5 MIN depress SW-21 (W JSH 12).

4. .4 Conmet 4 channels of a C.E.C. Fecorder to shielded jacks
1, 2, 3, and 4. (Peturn on Shielded Jack 5.)

'.. 5, rSet the C.:.C. Recorder speed to 10 inches per second.

-.4.6 *omeatarily derress Spt-2- BFU7 5) and SW-23 (Door ON and

T /F READ-Y7.)
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TITLE

TEST PROCEDURE

ClipIL MON~.~V )AIF litE COMANY sh

SHEET 17 OF 17 SHEETS

Chock

.4 Commutator and Tape Recorder Test (continued)

4.4.7 Position the C.E.C. Recorder Chart Drive Switch to "ON"

for 4 1 seconds.

4.4.3 Dejreas SW-21 (BRUSH 12) and position SW-I to "Off".

4.L..o Data Reduction

4. .9.1 VerL'y that all data points recorded in paragraph

4.4.7 are in accordance with Instrumentation
Schedule 1342572.

4.4.q.2 Verify that all data points on Channel C and
Channel F outputs are flat within t 0.5V DC.
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"*N" OF i'FC IVI V.VY ' \D COINMNANDU~ S FFrM CONVYI'

Note: O~nly Table I and Figuree. 1, 3, and 5 art, included in this appendix.)

J. ~. , inalga NrT 62-62 IL'-;. 1O04 %NT I ""' 2t232

To it~a x thco cocernoi vith the various pararttems of this progrxi, the folic-.ruV
is a bz'& ,f desc-4ption of ihe Orc~d and Vehicle szt= ard its opor~~l-C in3.;n3
(Figure 1 is a sinplified, block diagram of tho oycrsll cyatc-n).

In crdc,- t~at crzcri!,wents could benefit froxxt ~"c advaetagcs contain-- in t.,ia ability
to makaz rlae-:?t. rt ths timme of irerzst3 the -jae of "real-timall cor-and
ca3 ab~li\7 in adeltion it the "pre-progranned" type of co-.rand ill be uaed.

'round Cc-ari frac -Ir SEteri
.. 9 trazL:"; 3t ti~~ H~i.ail, N)ew rozt-- aid Kodi*.~r, have benn cquippcd

vict sin _'-ht-UN ar.tennas thich are alaved to the nernal trackrn ant.vnna3. These
rzl~ze.3 aze driven tby crystal-oontrolled tzansnittzrs, wbich re in t'xvn, ivdalatcd
b7 azdic tonea orl4ginating frcm an audio codar. This coder CzO.nsist3 of fo-,W ar.dio
c- cillat :.:, each tuned to a preneleatad fe:yCrisi~lxay this -),-t bed a p-Amh.
zt - fOr each aio frocncy. Flushin:z any or.2 lratzlon ~todda p-h from tin cathode
fallno;r-r *,t~at to a pvchi'.s1l anplifier, wbi~h in *urn, me'-w.ated th:e tranz.,litter.
In crdzr to 1l!ssen the pos -:bility of a Tehicle 2 pir nizdircat;d coiaad, an
arangcnant has becen incoriorated into the syastz i.-hich i'cqulr-. that e;,ch commsand
sh&ll in reality cozsist of t.wo disc:t freqaorncis: an ,,'!sz tan.) followed by
a Cc-zand to,-.:. Ths, requlcemzet is s-ah that a .- aaor Zsrl ;7=t bcn transzittzd
follouezi ; a cccnard tone within om. (1) 3e". zi af tar tzrmiration of rraot~r tone
terminatt-on. In order to facilil-ate c- rortioncl scquenecz', at te-m stu oations, and
teolfii. vcs~ible difficultyf in sclc+X.Z two tones in tlhe zcloza .d t~.3 rpen,
a elizht -odihication of the auio odr wias -d.The -jiour71 eteur; agency ba
;o-7idcd a pa:l in t"a co-,trol) area_ inis na':l has th".cc ~~e on the f'ront

Z.: .:Z33L'.3 alli b -ttxoa, Pro-vid-3 $12F 70tt-- to th! aUcio codrIC Iwhel is 1-aV--J
at tte r;.t r,.-itter :it:. The c-.der, i,:-n rs-Avi'rn4; Vac 423 cz~~dfm ' tton ni
Will Pr--.dz ",I Addnaas3 to.a ltavir. a laby cy-le of' ore (1) sc~d fo,1Jcxod ixz.-ad~4Ey
by a Ccn-zr4 tone- tzvinj a duty cyclec of one (1) e'a-oecl Thiz sEcyacn,, -dill huze a
re:;titian rs/',t cf four (4) zse:3r4. Th e n:acaq'.nanL ic~.l ;i~ It ons "Br~ vi
111 arc zjd In conju..ction vith .hie, t,%r-.~-a 1, lso a four (4i) pzsitionlsit~

latecai thaz front of tit: a-71io coder,. 7cf!:'rlr.- to Table 1, it i3 shown a ' tr
sel.2ctt-ij air of' the four- r.iicn:, a cx-o11A'aion. of the dx3 .and COMM-nnrd Utc i C-M
be smlorzd.

e veL~ewdlcont~in a r :oYz-b:md !1czir' r cpcratin7v in Iha lro-1, ,,a

~..A3r~~s is fei by a cipesl: zr.=A W:A.- io 5 'ECite-d ty tV l a c'roal an
ori.~ira zo ~n the grorid 3taiCN. lha Lli-e rc.t,'I Of V~Ie Cc- fe~ds thr

.. ::szr. 7k-i; f:cc-fer rae fo~ir &,Aio f vrcachj czhrPly t.-J 0 .le of the
~lcz.-dxadio D~~os (St.2 77~1 i:)l, 'T utpat of ecJ, f !It-r i.; ler to a

Z~azpiIIler which, in t'irr, drives a ,Ay Ttx-s'( re lays,3 : ctto, provid
a ca'c-.irl -2o.:r2 to tie prm~rw ::1r.: rvA,- !a t-v, , z One of' tho rel--
d&ivjar ar-'ifi.rs in the L~o~,has a t'-s-y* -.>c'tArci-. Tis circwit, upon
r-eceipt to: tha proper Uyr, (Address ton3) ~.lsa ;-43y -,c-:!d frr th, durcation that
th3 3igrno is presont, rnd vpon, cPo-mat,.rn of th.? 31na1, hald Urbm relAy clost-d fQr
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;R-M *etovrJ. 0Ar~ ' tI, , VIII ocrre rel.V SvItChea P~+ to the
Srvlay dlnr c -- ltio, co.~-~ o of t-he three remsining tones to to~

414re-e c-%r! (foix tz-.1n-) nr' ssal-bl t.- cc -r c crintrol the functions of C~is
"T :?atrrt-.'t C~ic-.-z: 1i cr- ;-od of tvo (2) tones, one of which in

I ngnaur~0: tii~zttc-~.T ~ , 'or:-tt rIl - Irn the possibility of a
~~~i2eacp-t-ir a ni 4r - 4 C c- -- ~ 13i:' , of te tone cce-aand conbination

Vil~l be 1: pd ',icr to th-. Larch t:i t' ', h 1' ~ o:~ will be transmitted
free~ ceam -7t- lcc-t,- at cao> c t:hea t edr atations.

pThe fcOflowin is a decoription of thio CUML Of eT0ent$ of the 'rohicle during tM~

Stat.lard Czri-rntion (witI! ti.-:r) refizrcco to Figure 3
L. Cc~ln A rvuh 5) inltiatm_ tl~z t:-r-prc r=x-tzr at AhiCh tire~ the folloling

vvq:- e of oratlln cccur-- t ti.ie-wcro, the filar~rits of the T/M ar.
tar-cd orl tirir On.

it t-1- pluz 3C1 szo_ t ' 1-tC5 -f tb'e IT/M au' tuirned on: tape recorder
emergi~ed to the -o -a :, real-tir.- data readout.

At tiln. olu3 6)J on: V01a :re onj th: n' c.1 tb, Door "ON~j tapoC
reccrder starts to read oat. ;'at-.

At tL-'7 p1 ' ccZ tcL:: -twy "I F."; r~ccrd signal to tape recorder;
tare rci:rt-:- in t 2 rrcori prc-.-rzr logic in the atate to accept

~. ~~ (r :. ) iritla.; ;z..e t, F. 7cc- 1,7 przz. Th'is function is
'I r:: Z-t .-- 7 rz.-&Trdr -\-:.c~ nd r-.7. tire data is required

C. (?-~h 1 ~~t Ihc c:-,::-In .z- O- ard Ecor "'OFF" functions.

'A .- t r thrx~:: to..~igure~
f::c at .~ric ir, tl,- -.0 for the vtan~az'd

c~r ic it ~c~: :hyngthz or'" of tz :'x! of tho O.pe recorder to
t-=m Vt fa-":t!_ F'7" zx rjc-a thz yster lo.-ic _-n +,.e;-z . to aercept an~other :o7=and.

!hias~a vtil2. lo -i- a a up tt thn tfrcr rr.razr.

E_-L_2 r:-C i-?Z -n'c3 -.,-.n zP --c of
cper&ti:ns ad Iz Asflc:C£aec 7gura )

1 rnza r-c:rtz -. c r4 at An d czi__ kxurs of r~nd-ln, t'c 'E.O.T. son'ing
rt: !rrc~.:j ei-i-.ttr. trr t in-trI'..%!tic "0s Ad to P2
t~e : ~ S' . L+n-t: to ra'j i:~ c ard.

2. :r*r rp!,! rand ,~ . *bo en-3 rf 7 inUtI3 of readout, the S.O.T.
~~~~~'i~~~~'i --7t~ C-~~,r ~'~ to r~lnce thi~ tape rccrcr

in t, r : r:,ad i. i a',A 30 rccone, &.2 (record ,ucdo) is
Lct~jr I~j "-uh L-, -. pwrI:n -v)-m e;-.:rgi-3 F-9 and K-83 to

'C'ta ;irn -c irn door -)ff lup-'i CI- i0tiofl ci' th'! recording s'iquince. The
syst'-r 13 zo-; piar-:1 in the s..:t of j>__c to acc7-pt another cmwind.
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0,"'~a of the mis ~colcon',~ the ",NN Tktcro, vr rapAo, ',vx

1. :5 aoricn±r c.aly ctarirz the cc-M.t rzct:>

tZ'e IN Timmr ia prgr,to ac.qu~xe data for c'.i3 (1) -wI.A' , t, L o
lc-out data at the fiv~t vr:~oalaM~m pric n ro tr, iLto VIC pvc,- "o

3. Ac--la c:i?lstion of th-' .i-k arA aft?-!. L.13. ocrc'je,, VO~ I-Iiicle
r't--,~r a-- !.P. antznna is r~frc for b exclu.A.va voo vS i~ho D: Laior

w~~.nt.

.Q ho vic~~i-l Yrzzaz in n .2x -7z-ia of optrat-Len, urntil ri ' 3-ro
'cr of t' * expleo.ri'w is ezzo scoay (Sote'i '0i1~i.I ti

ex~yicmi of tho cvme.ax1 recsi', er and dacodr

5. oft~lrh :~ t.10 C' mb-.flt rxa pl.-nd for c-7- 1,3 hvuY-,, 4U23L

6. rcozlrpt of i'3itrizcttc- frco T,-pt. 6;1-62 to co.-.c wM'h thj aA-
~eoof tl,. i--tho tI',:' £,ietr eivn o '.4. ':' rc£

pcriod of &7z~ un'Aa, dc U.tiz o: tVLrir,2 r.-Ior L!- 1ci FI' fe
,*-:-oz t c ~ rio'b~f ~ 61-62. 7ha c ,)ii' an co o1 ucr",O t-i

1 l t
5 nt to all sr~' tatier.:,

rc rpz:! of clzrit-, C I --I l -f a tpicaJ.oi z Ir - z -,l ̂ L,r
F±~,we I. !t iz c' a th: =pzrItcn,, -- r, 1-

io~~o'a t~"r~'::§.'' c r t~Z ~ealector V-± ' -z ',.Jo I
~~~~'~~~ -:.tc:<.(: -~~ J - .vz7 cr::ator, &t thc rI.tzc .- 'h'

Z:q-IriIA:a, e%!2-- ... at; -.i~ Ai-' 'in-t Ta~ble Till I e;'T c rCU. c~-14

(!;ote: the *;cr 2. 1 z :'iz:: E-n t~i co ''12 ~ t nio'If'- of T'..it.

-21 -o inonC'r-P ft-:

ZZLD0'j r h - ill :,- ~Z1,7Z to ."*-
be1:orc t*-- t-z:., C,i ,w r~.C z.if tkz'-c c,, La :n*.:,'; opnr' ~i,;t2

t-I -, vill tu':- ---', ~ill On~'e, .. tA ' t, o :zo.2>r r±2
r o;&rotL-~ ±a t2 r:-.a ; (":c t, T' 11, Ur..on (.r

cc: .E. ,rcwt:-er/S- I. NaC . ~ aLl

I. ~P. *-* -

13. . D..i~ F - -
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T-%Spijatlon describes~ the In~trumont~tiol Requiremaenits endl minimua
st.Ar. trd. Qf perforrance for timh teleme~ter sysem~.

Re.vision Statuis of Sheets on Datex Notedi

Aprcadre1 2 314 56 718 9 10 11 121124 115171192

i9 R P9 fi Rfl~7c- -_ ____

SLOCKHEED AIRCRAFT T :27. !-, Lr i 1272
COMPATION 

3

WSSLES 4 SPACE 4YISION tK57 . 1127 SE -O
Ul-tYAIE. CALIP III1
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tr&TED oiazoan NO. 15 LIMK NO. I CcIi. TMz 5D NO. RAIN 5 OPS mOJNT
MWA RANGE X01 OL UII&t

,1 NO. VOLTs AN0OU V I it~l3J

Link n 6.3 FS1. Pork IfIa - - V -

-A TIAIe 2'r)v Plate Man _

7Devr Pcvcr Off 26

nkI:.1 ! rlP27 1 0

"el, - %tt IThmt - - - - H

*2..'V Reg Linkf t1?2 J

,2t i 21Tier Coamm - - jJ ..
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CNNUM MT SCMD. nX L 111342572
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ctfATEU CHwwszL NO. 0 IW. No. 2 comm. i'ms 5D No. a ItA-j ~4 HtpS pojNT 60

41HU31 RANGE XCA VOL?"HO A11L~l

HEAiamI1T~ NO. VOLTS RANGE (IIF) PU

S Cal 0 lo v 31 -

M___1- 1241 o-V 32
3 M -2 )n42 33

S -,-3 .m43 34

5 Es-4 >--44 35 _

6 P.aw- 1 X251 36

7 RPA-2 )25 37

3 RPA-3 Y253 33

9 RP6-4 -,254 39

11 ~'41
1o ___ __ -,-5 5 -

12 - 1261 42

13 !F--' X__ 213 - ~ 43 -

14 2P-2 1- -2 -

i.6 1 --- 46

17 I-5 1217 47
13 m-6 V3.8 48

19 M1- X241 49

20 E-2 X4

21 E5-3 X43 5

22 -L-- X231 6 _

2 TC-2 X237 7

2 CIO& Tom n96 8

R A-8 X62 9

- RP-9 x263 10

EPA-b0 164 11

2 . M,-. ERCT=

ES-1, 0-5V__ 13 _

Cal + 5.or 14

LOODIEED AMRAFT "TLC ~ SEIJEUT4LIC 3e7
usa COATW MM cHD n m 327

,m In.a PU. m .. 6205 vEhicLz 2
K umevv t CU,. 9m651 5 0 14.
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I

PROORA 0I NO,.

Separation: Turns on clocks receiver and decoder.
Three ground command; will perform the
following functions.

Corard A: TA! filaments on. 60 sec time delay starts
and inititates T/M plate voltage. 1.5 min
time delay starts tape recorder readout.
10 min time delay turns tape recorder and
TIM off. Tape recorder switched to read in
mode*

CUmmand B: Tape recorder bypass

Ccmand C: All equipment off except receiver, decoder
and clock

Brush 11: T, filaments on. 60 sec time delay starts
and initiates TA! plate voltage. 1.5 min
time delay starts tape recorder readout.
10 min time delay turns tape recorder and
TA! off. Tape recorder switched to read
in mode.

Brush 5: Tape recorder bypass

Brush 12: All equipment off except receiver, decoder
and clock.

Brush 25: T/M filaments on, door disable

Brush 26: T/N plates and C0 on

Brush 23: Spare

Brush 24: Spare
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